
Micheli Sentencing Report 

Thank you to Catnip from the PerugiaMurderfile.org community for this translation.  

 

REASONS FOR THE DECISION 

 

[1] During the course of the morning of the 2nd of November 2007, at various times, the owners 

of a house situated at Number 5A, Via Sperandio, in Perugia, came to find two mobile phones in 

the garden belonging to the property, and so directed themselves to the Postal Police of the 

regional capital to signal the occurrence (this also for the singular coincidence of having 

received, in the preceding hours, a strange menacing phone call which made known the presence 

of explosive ordnance in the bathroom, and was later revealed to be the fruit of the imagination 

of a little boy). Checks having been carried out on the first of the phones in question, the 

subscriber of the relevant SIM card resulted in being one FILOMENA ROMANELLI, domiciled 

at Number 7, Via della Pergola: a Postal Police team took themselves therefore to the ascertained 

address, but - in place of Ms ROMANELLI - they encountered the presence of another two 

young people, the American woman AMANDA MARIE KNOX (who resulted as occupying one 

of the other rooms in the residence) and her boyfriend RAFFAELE SOLLECITO.  

 

[2] They maintained to having already called the Carabinieri due to various circumstances that 

had stirred up their anxiety: in truth, subsequent findings by the preliminary inquiry led to the 

verification that the presumed call to 112 (in reality, there were two, immediately after a first call 

that Mr SOLLECITO made to his sister, an Officer in the Corps in service elsewhere), followed, 

and did not precede, the arrival of the Agents, but it is to be specified that the current judgment 

will not treat of, except for within the limits of what is strictly indispensable for the examination 

of the position of RUDY HERMANN GUEDE, the circumstantial evidence collected as against 

the two co-accused. As a point of departure of the course of reasoning followed also in the 

present pronouncement, as well as a substantively historical given (being an act now well-known 

to the defence of the accused in question), there will be reproduced in the following the orders ex 

Article 299 Criminal Procedure Code issued by this Office at the conclusion of the ordinary 

preliminary hearing as against the co-accused, but nothing more: as an example thereof, we will 

refrain from reconstructing the presumed movements of Ms Knox during that morning, as 

regards declarations made by her to the investigators, treating of aspects that - whether her 

reconstruction be held credible or whether the contrary prospect - remain totally neutral as 

regards the evaluation of the investigative data that relate to Mr GUEDE.  

 

[3] According to what was represented to Insp BATTISTELLI, Ms KNOX and Mr SOLLECITO 

had therefore discovered the presence of blood stains in various of the rooms of the apartment, in 



particular in one of the bathrooms, as well as traces of an apparent burglary (even if neither of 

the two referred to having noticed if anything had been in fact stolen) inside Ms ROMANELLI's 

room where there was a broken window pane and a big rock on the floor. In the other bathroom 

there were faeces in the toilet, unflushed.  

 

[4] As well, the door to one of the rooms, the one occupied by the English student Ms 

MEREDITH KERCHER, was closed, such that Mr SOLLECITO - the young woman not 

responding to the phone calls by Ms KNOX - claimed to have tried to force it without success: 

on the handle, and in any case in proximity to the doorway, there were further haematic traces.  

 

[5] In the meantime, two other young men were arriving on the scene (LUCA ALTIERI and 

MARCO ZAROLI, this latter presenting himself as Ms ROMANELLI's boyfriend): Mr ZAROLI 

was explaining about having received a phone call from his girlfriend, adverted by Ms KNOX as 

to the state of the apartment, so she - having spent the night with him at another location, but 

having already gone out with a friend - had anxiously sent him over to have a look. In the course 

of another few minutes or so, there arrived the same Ms ROMANELLI and PAOLA GRANDE, 

Mr ALTIERI's girlfriend: and it was Ms ROMANELLI, after having explained that the phone 

with the card ascribed to her belonged, in effect, to Ms KERCHER (she had given it to her 

herself, because the fourth young woman living with them, LAURA MEZZETTI, had made an 

analogous gift of a different card to Ms KNOX), to insist on that MEREDITH's door be broken 

down.  

 

[6] Despite Ms KNOX - according to what was referred to later by the two young couples - 

having had signalled to those present of Ms KERCHER's habit of locking her door even when 

going to the bathroom to have a shower, declarations which in any case appeared to be 

conflicting with the preceding attempt of Mr SOLLECITO to force that door, Ms ROMANELLI 

displayed immediate alarm in the face of the discovery of a behaviour that she did not recognise 

as habitual with her English friend: above all, the Italian woman underlined that MEREDITH 

was never apart from her phones, in particular the one with the British SIM card that she was 

using to keep in frequent touch with her mother, and it was that mobile phone that resulted in 

being the second one found in the garden on Via Sperandio.  

 

[7] In the face of caution by the Postal Police Agents, who were considering themselves not 

permitted to cause damage to private property solely on the basis of what had been evidenced, it 

was Mr ALTIERI who took upon himself the trouble of breaking down the door with kicking, 

but, having barely made a step into the room, he recoiled in horror noticing blood in great 

quantity and a bare foot - obviously of an inanimate body, lying on its back on the floor - jutting 

out from beneath a quilt. It was, as immediately afterward ascertained, the body of Ms 



KERCHER, which presented a large wound on the neck from an edged weapon. Insp 

BATTISTELLI, at that point, forbad everyone present from entering the room, and called in his 

colleagues from the Flying Squad.  

 

 

[8] Which in turn led to, in succeeding days and under the supervision of the Scientific Police 

Service, a minute search of the crime scene, from which it resulted that  

 

 the entrance to the apartment, where there were a metal grille-gate and a wooden door, 

presented no signs of forcing: the latch of the lock resulted as blocked, but this (as 

verified on a testimonial basis, in primis from the statements of Ms ROMANELLI and of 

Ms MEZZETTI) was due to an initiative by these same occupants, due to the defective 

functioning of the same lock;  

 

 immediately after a small access in front of the threshold, one accesses a space allocated 

as a kitchen-living room, where several shoe prints and tiny traces of blood were 

recovered;  

 

 on the right of the living room there was the door of the room occupied by Ms 

MEZZETTI, inside of which nothing of any significance was revealed, while in a first 

bathroom, adjacent to said room, the toilet was obviously unflushed, with faeces and 

toilet paper inside'  

 

 on the opposite side instead one accesses Ms ROMANELLI's room, which presented a 

partially emptied wardrobe, with pieces of clothing and various objects discarded on the 

bed and on the floor, in merit of which the crime scene report of 2 November 2007, 14:00 

hours, gave notice that:  

 

[8.1] "The room receives light from one window, built in the middle third of the anterior wall 

facing the access lane of the house. The same is protected externally by a wooden Fiorentine 

shutter green in colour with a locking mechanism termed 'espagnolette'. The window is 

constituted of a white wooden frame, with glass panes. The right shade of the shutters is 

furnished with a small locking bolt, in contact with its respective slot, in its turn affixed to the 

underlying shutter, and of a second locking mechanism, termed 'espagnolette', furnished with a 



latch larger than the preceding, open in a regular way (..). The left shutter window presents 

broken glass in the lower half and a hole of irregular form, measuring 53 cm in length and 27 

cm in width. The inner and outer sill are strewn with fragments of glass of various dimensions, 

present also in the inside of the room. The inside surface of the left shutter, in correspondence to 

the hole made in the glass, presents an evident scratch in the wood of irregular form, about 2 

cm, with fraying of the wood fibres and various small slivers of glass driven therein (..). The 

outer sill of the window stands 3.78 m above the underlying terrain (..).  

 

On the anterior quadrant of the floor, beneath the window, 0.93 m from the right wall, 0.66 m 

from the anterior wall, and 2.31 m from the posterior wall, is a medium-sized paper bag (..), 

containing items of clothing and a rock measuring 20 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm approximately; a 

second fragment of stone, of smaller dimensions, rests on the floor, outside of the bag, near the 

rock (..)."  

 

 along the dividing wall, holding to the left of the threshold of Ms ROMANELLI's room 

and right of Ms MEZZETTI's, there opens a narrow corridor (through which one 

accessed the other two rooms and a second bathroom) on the floor of which were 

collected other shoeprints and haematic traces;  

 

 in the bathroom, which was ascertained as being in use by the two occupants of the latter 

rooms (that is to say, Ms KNOX and Ms KERCHER), there was found the presence of 

numerous blood stains, described thus in the mentioned crime scene report:  

 

[8.2] "On the floor, in the space beneath the basin, we observe a small mat of sky-blue colour of 

size 74 cm x 48. The same, in its posterior right portion, is marked with haematic material (..). 

On the left anterior edge of the basin, rests a plastic box containing ‘cotton buds’, whose lid, 

right lower corner, presents a stain of haematic substance (..). A further three drops can be 

observed on the left edge of the basin, at the same height, on the inner sink, there is a haematic 

drop, which extends towards the trap (..). The basin tap in aluminium, on the upper surface, is 

noticeably marked with haematic material (..). Small haematic traces, in the form of drops, are 

on the toilet lid, upper surface (..). as well as on the bath tiles, in proximity to the toilet drainage 

pipe and on the aluminium pipe fastener (..). On the inside of the bidet, we can observe a 

striation of haematic material flanked by a haematic drop of circa 2 cm, with direction 

downwards. Another haematic drop is on the upper edge of the bidet, left side, at the height of 

the trap (..). On the plastic plaque of the light switch, is a drop of haematic substance, a second 

drop is present on the switch button (..). On the right face of the panelling of the bathroom door 

is a haematic drip of total length 26 cm (..)."  



 

 whilst in the room used by Ms KNOX (the first on the left) nothing of any significance at 

the investigative level came to light, it was obviously in the last room, where the body of 

Ms KERCHER had been found, where the attention of the investigators was focused. 

Starting from the door, those making the record thus described the state of the locations:  

 

[8.3] “The inner handle affixed to the panelling, in metal of brass colour, height from the floor 

99 cm, is noticeably stained, the majority on the upper part, with haematic material. Further 

small haematic marks with dripping are present between the brass platelets of the inside handle 

and the wing, as well as on the lock plaque, in brass, planted in the thickness of the panelling, 

and finally on the adjacent wood, in proximity to the same plaque (..). Anteriorly, there is a 

wardrobe with two sliding doors, which measures 1 m in width, 1.9 m in height and 0.6 m in 

depth. The left door is open to the right, and on the left panel, internal side, lower left corner, we 

can observe an area of staining by haematic material and dripping, with lengthened striations 

curving back, most likely made by the fingers of a hand, which is at a distance of 35 cm from the 

base and 58 cm from the rear panel of the wardrobe (..). At the same height, on the same panel, 

outer surface, we can observe a haematic staining of irregular form (..).  

 

Against the left wall, with its head touching the anterior wall, is the single bed with the mattress 

covered only in an undersheet, on which are resting: a woman’s faux-leather purse [translator’s 

note: handbag in BrE], beige colour; two terry-towelling socks; a book (..) stained, on the upper 

right corner of the cover, with haematic material; a terry-towelling towel, ivory-coloured, 

heavily stained with haematic material (..). On the sheet, between the aforesaid towel and the 

purse, are two haematic marks of irregular shape (..) which measure respectively 9.5 cm in 

length and 2 cm in width and 14 cm in length and 3 cm in width.  

 

[8.4] On the left wall, above the bed, at 0.61 m from the floor and 2.28 m from the posterior wall, 

is a small haematic mark, of irregular shape, with dimensions of 3 cm in length and 1 cm in 

width with piliform striations parallel to the upper part with the eye towards the right (..).  

 

[8.5] On the lower panel of the desk, inner side, are visible two small haematic drops (..). On the 

anterior wall, at about 1.02 m from the left wall and 1.20 m from the floor, is an area of staining 

with haematic material, with striations almost parallel between themselves, of elongated form, 

most likely made by the fingers of a hand (..) measuring 22 cm in length and 6.5 cm in width. On 

the floor, at 39 cm from the posterior wall and 99 cm from the left wall, is a foot trace, with 

circular concentric marks, left by haematic deposition (..). A second foot trace, with concentric 

circular marks, left by haematic deposition, is at 0.89 m from the posterior wall and 0.85 m from 



the left wall (..). A third foot trace, with concentric circular marks, left by haematic deposition, is 

at 0.81 m from the posterior wall and 1.13 m from the left wall (..).  

 

[8.6] On the floor, at 1.5 m and 0.78 m from the posterior wall, we can observe a bra of white 

colour, soaked in haematic material, for the most part on the right strap and the outer upper part 

of the left cup. The same presents with the non-elastic part of the left strap, stripped from the 

plastic anchor ring and missing a piece of material where the rear clasps are fixed (..).  

 

[8.7] On the floor, at 1.03 m from the posterior wall and 1.58 m from the left wall, are some 

women’s panties [translator’s note: knickers in BrE, underwear], rolled up, black in colour (..). 

On the floor, at 1.10 m from the posterior wall and 1.08 m from the left wall, are a pair of jeans 

coloured blue (..) partially stained with haematic material on the posterior part, at the height of 

the right pocket. On the floor, between the wardrobe and the night-stand, are visible (..) a hot-

water bottle coloured blue and a pair of leather boots brown in colour, which lie (..) in a large 

dried pool of haematic material (..).  

 

[8.8] On the floor, on top of a terry-towelling mat coloured blue, at 1.52 m from the posterior 

wall and 2.52 m from the left wall, is a purse [translator’s note: handbag in BrE] with shoulder 

strap in cotton of beige colour (..) On the same mat, we can observe a white cotton tennis sock, 

stained on the sole part with haematic material (..).  

 

[8.9] On the floor, at 1.20 m from the right wall and 3.14 m from the left wall, can be seen an 

area of haematic staining measuring 15 cm in length and 11 cm in width, containing various 

small marks of irregular shape and piliform (..). On the floor, right anterior quadrant (..), is an 

area of haematic staining, of elongated shape, with semicircular direction and parallel 

striations, that in total measures 69 cm in length and 40 cm in width, also containing piliform 

shapes, flanked by a spread of miniscule haematic streaks, propagating to the right and 

anteriorly, which involve both the left third of the right wall and the door of the wardrobe (..).  

 

[8.10] On the floor, in the space between the wardrobe and the bed, we can see the body of 

MEREDITH KERCHER.  

 

[8.11] The same, supine, rests with its head in the direction of the anterior wall and the left foot 

in the direction of the posterior wall. Taking the navel as a point of reference for the 



measurements, it is at a distance of 1/84 m from the posterior wall and 1.80 m from the left wall. 

The body is covered with an eiderdown of beige colour, except for the left foot and the upper half 

of the face, which remain visible (..).  

 

[8.12] At around 00:45 hours on the 03.11.2007 (..) we had proceeded to uncover the body (..). 

The trunk, intermediate and extended, rests with its back on the floor and with the gluteal region, 

right and left, on a pillow (..). The body was wearing only a cotton top rolled up to the thoracic 

region, quite visibly stained with haematic material.  

 

[8.13] In the course of inspecting the body, following its turning over, we can observe on the 

floor the second white cotton tennis sock, partially stained with haematic material, a terry-

towelling towel green in colour, a terry-towelling towel ivory in colour, completely soaked in 

haematic material, the upper sheet from the bed, cotton of white colour, stained at multiple 

points with haematic material, a top with zipper, in fabric of sky blue colour, with cuffs and 

collar in blue, stained with haematic material. Lying beneath the pillow, at 1.41 m from the right 

wall and 0.95 m from the anterior wall, we find the piece of material from the bra that was 

missing the same, where there are affixed the claws of the clasp”.  

 

[9] The first crime scene report dwelt on the wounds found on the body of the victim, which in 

any case would have been much later and thoroughly enough described during the autopsy and 

for forensic pathology findings.  

 

[10] Dr LUCA LALLI, first consultant nominated by the Public Prosecutor during the course of 

the preliminary investigations, was participating directly in the recorded crime scene search: in 

the subsequent reports, after having specified that the cotton tops worn by the young deceased 

woman were indeed two, both raised up to the thorax to reveal the breasts, gave notice of having 

revealed at 00:50 on the 3rd November the relevant chrono-thanatological data, that is to say:  

 

"[10.1]  

 true rigour in all the muscle regions  

 

 hypostasis of wine-red colour localised in the declivities of the supine position, paling 

under digital pressure  



 

 rectal temperature 22°C ambient temperature 13°C"  

 

[11] The rigor mortis and the signs of hypostasis also came to be observed a few hours later, 

when further examination of the body was carried out at the Perugia Hospital: at which location, 

availing themselves of Dr GIORGIO EPICOCO as auxiliary obstetrics and gynaecology 

specialist, the expert noted that  

 

[11.1] “examination of the vulvar region does not show lesions or elements that led one to 

suspect traumatic action (..). On the inner face of the labia minora, parallel to the insertion line 

of the hymen, at around the middle third and posterior third, ecchymotic lesions evidence 

themselves, of violaceous colour, which are directed to the fourchette, both right and left. The 

mucous of the vaginal canal, in the proximal tract, appear normally folded, pallid and with 

traumatic signs (..).  

 

[11.2] At the level of the ano-rectal line, between the anal semimucosa and the mucosa of the 

ampulla, there are present small discontinuities of mucous of dubious origin (..). Posteriorly are 

also evident some small lesions with an ecchymotic aspect, of violaceous colour”.  

 

[12] Dr LALLI carried out at the same time several vaginal and anal swabs, which came to be 

consigned to the personnel at the Scientific Police.  

 

[13] In describing the results of the external examination of the body, the consultant found, 

amongst other things:  

 

[13.1] “Face (..): fine petechiae perceptible on the conjunctival eyelid and bilateral bulb, 

prevalent on the right. On the nostrils tenuous ecchymotic bruising prevalent on the right nostril 

wing and the limen nasi on the left (..). On the lower lip in proximity to the labial commissure 

small ecchymosis of bluish colour, tenuous excoriated areas are present on the external mucosa 

of the lower lip, prevalent on the left. Numerous ecchymotic and excoriated areas of small 

dimensions on the intraoral mucosa of the upper and lower lip, prevalent on the left, ecchymoses 

on the lower gingival fornix. On the left cheek, 2 cm below and 2 cm anterior to the external 

acoustic meatus, linear superficial solutions of continuity, obliquely disposed with two in number 



even more superficial solutions of continuity of length 0.6 cm; 2 cm below this, corresponding to 

the horizontal branch of the mandible, an ovular ecchymotic area with major transversal axis 

with dimensions of 2.5 cm x 1.8 cm; 3.5 cm anterior to this, still corresponding to the lower-

anterior margin of the horizontal branch of the mandible, another rounded ecchymotic area 

circa 1 cm in diameter; 5 cm anteriorly, below the left paramedian symphysis mandibulae, 

another rounded ecchymosis with maximum diameter of 0.5 cm; 2,5 cm laterally, corresponding 

to the right horizontal branch of the mandible, another rounded ecchymosis of 2.2 cm diameter; 

3 cm from the preceding, corresponding to the right mandibular angle, another ecchymosis of 1 

cm diameter. In the median submandibular region, an excoriated area roughly quadrangular in 

shape with major axis oblique in the direction posterior towards the left of the body, with 

maximum dimensions 1.6 cm x 0.4 cm.  

 

Neck: In the left latero-cervical region, 8 cm below and 1.5 cm anterior to the external acoustic 

meatus, the presence of a large wound with clean edges of length 8 cm, obliquely disposed, in the 

caudal direction, and amply diastased, revealing the underlying tissues which appear sectioned 

down to the osteocartilaginous level. The margins present minimal haemorrhagic infarction 

prevalent at a distance of 3 cm from the lateral extremity where a small fishtail can be seen. A 

minimal excoriated and ecchymotic border of maximum size 0.2 cm is present at the extreme 

anterior of the upper margin. Following this wound a gap, which deepens into the soft tissues 

with apparent direction oblique from front to back, from left to right, and slightly from below 

upwards.  

 

[13.2] In proximity to the anterior extremity of the wound previously described, there is present, 

contiguous with the lower margin, an excoriated area of maximum size of 1 cm, immediately 

below this appears another wound with clean edges but lightly infiltrated with blood, with 

contusive border of 0.2 cm and with fishtail localised at the lateral extremity. Aforesaid wound 

has dimensions of 1.4 cm x 0.3 cm, presenting an oblique direction downwards and posteriorly 

resulting as disposed in parallel with respect to the preceding, and is followed by a subcutaneous 

opening with a direction of oblique upwards, from right to left, and slightly from front to back. 

The wound passage seems to intersect the preceding wound described, terminating at a distance 

of 2 cm on the upper edge of the wound opening above. From the anterior extremity of the 

wound there runs a tenuous ecchymotic area with superficial solutions of continuity of maximum 

length of 2 cm.  

 

[13.3] In the right latero-cervical region, 6 cm below and 5 cm anterior to the eternal acoustic 

meatus, an ecchymotic area of maximum dimension 3 cm inside of which there is a linear wound 

of dimensions 1.5 cm x 0.4 cm, obliquely disposed from high to low, and towards the left, with a 

minute fishtail at the anterior edge. From the aforesaid wound there follows an opening which 

deepens in the oblique direction upwards, towards the right and posteriorly for a maximum 

length of 4 cm. Below this, superficial excoriations irregular in shape 0.5 cm in length. 5 cm 



anteriorly, another linear excoriation of length in total of 1.5 cm, which presents a partial 

obliquity in the cranial sense and towards the left.  

 

[13.4] In the left latero-cervical region, in proximity to the basal region of the neck, superficial 

excoriations three in number, linear, parallel to each other, obliquely disposed downwards and 

in the anterior sense, from left to right; the upper one has dimensions of 0.8 x 0.4 cm, the middle 

one, positioned 1.3 cm from the preceding one, has dimensions of 1.5 x 0.2 cm, the lower one, 

positioned 0.8 cm from the preceding one, has a length of circa 1 cm.  

 

[13.5] Upper limbs: on the rear-lateral face of the right elbow, two rounded ecchymotic areas of 

maximum diameter 1.2 cm x 1, positioned at equal distances of 1.5 cm. On the rear-lateral 

surface of the middle third of the forearm, an ecchymotic area lightly oval in shape with major 

longitudinal axis of circa 1.8 cm x 1.4. On the palm of the right hand, corresponding to the third 

ray, a superficial transverse linear wound of length 0.6 cm, barely infiltrated with blood; below 

this, a longitudinal linear ecchymotic area of dimensions circa 2 cm x 0.3; corresponding to the 

fourth ray, another superficial wound 0.3 cm in size. On the pulp of the first digit, volar face, 

another superficial wound, linear, transversal, of dimensions 0.3 cm. On the ulnar face of the 

first phalange of the second digit of the left hand, superficial linear transverse wound, of length 

0.6 cm. (..)  

 

[13.6] Lower limbs: on the anterolateral face of the left thigh there seem to be various (3 in 

number) tenuous rounded ecchymotic suffusions, barely visible, of maximum diameter of circa 1 

cm. positioned along the same line at a distance of 5 cm from each other. On the anterior face, 

middle third, of the right leg, rounded ecchymotic area of dimensions circa 2 cm. (..)”  

 

[14] The Prosecution’s medico-legal expert, on the opening up of the body, evidenced amongst 

other things:  

 

 that the passage of the larger wound had a length of 8 cm;  

 

 that the wounding action caused the complete sectioning of the upper right thyroidal 

artery;  

 



 the fracture of the hyoid bone;  

 

 the outflow of fluid blood into the vessels of both lungs.  

 

[15] Limiting, for the moment, the reconstruction from the investigative findings to the objective 

facts that emerged during the crime scene search and the autopsy, beyond the various evaluations 

made by the investigators, it therefore resulted as evident how Ms KERCHER had been the 

object of multiple aggressive conduct, the most significant of which had been realised by means 

of a bladed instrument intended to cause a very large wound but only one “fish tail” (and so, in 

all likelihood, single-edged): from which there certainly resulted a haemorrhagic shock, due to 

the cutting of an artery. A further objective observation, based on the “subconjuntival petechiae” 

found, relates to an asphyxial phenomenon, of redirecting the aspiration of blood into the 

respiratory passages. Finally, a fracture was recorded indicative in any case of a violent action.  

 

[16] To these medico-legal findings were combined what was ascertained de visu in the act of 

uncovering the body: the young woman presented as practically nude, thereby fostering the 

hypothesis of a context of aggression aimed at sexual ends, and under this aspect the presumed 

ecchymoses in the vaginal and anal regions, to which Dr LALLI and Dr EPICOCO gave context, 

came to assume significance.  

 

[17] Initiating investigations, the Public Prosecutor and the Judicial Police [= the investigative 

taskforce] proceeded to reconstruct the movements of the young woman during the last hours of 

her life, moving also from the hypothesis formulated by the medico-legal expert in point of the 

time of death, located at a distance no more than 2 or 3 hours after the last meal consumed, and 

likely to be understood as having occurred around 23:00 on the 1st November 2007. It was thus 

found that MEREDITH KERCHER, in Italy for reasons of study, had been with some of her co-

national friends both the evening of 31 October (on the occasion of the festivities of Halloween, 

going to dance in a couple of clubs with a lot of dressing-up and makeup), and on the successive 

evening, going to dine at AMY FROST and ROBYN BUTTERWORTH’s house.  

 

[18] Ms FROST, already examined in interview on the afternoon of the 2nd November and then 

again subsequently, stated to having first met MEREDITH about two months prior, both 

attending the University for Foreigners in Perugia, and to having seen her quite often during that 

period, going out together with other English girls multiple times a week. The young woman 

recalled that the dead girl had a relationship with an Italian student, named GIACOMO, who 

lived on the lower floor of the same property of Number 7, Via della Pergola.  



 

[19] Still according to Ms FROST, on the afternoon of the 1st, MEREDITH had joined her 

around 16:00/16:30 in her apartment on Via Bontempi which the witness shared with Ms 

BUTTERWORTH and another young woman (who had left for England the same morning): 

another friend, SOPHIE PURTON, had arrived a half an hour earlier. They had set themselves to 

chatting and preparing something to eat, they had watched a film on DVD and, more or less at 

21:00, MEREDITH and SOPHIE had left to return to their respective abodes. The evening 

before, after having dined, again at Via Bontempi, together with other English girls, the same 

quartet (MEREDITH, SOPHIE, ROBYN and AMY) had taken themselves to the “Merlin”, a 

disco-pub in the Perugia city-centre, to dance and drink in company, they had spent from 

midnight to around two there, after which they had gone to another local, the “Domus”, enjoying 

themselves in the same way until half past four or thereabouts. At that point they had returned 

home, with the exception of Ms PURTON who had left later, being in the company of other 

friends.  

 

[20] Ms BUTTERWORTH stated to having arrived in Italy much more recently, and to having 

known MEREDITH through AMY, her room-mate; she also mentioned MEREDITH’s relation 

with GIACOMO, adding that the deceased young woman had spoken about it as a relationship, 

inasmuch as not serious, but with a strong feeling. The witness confirmed occasions and times of 

the evening of the 1st of November in identical terms as expounded by Ms FROST, adding 

likewise that during the stay at Via Bontempi MEREDITH had neither made nor received phone 

calls.  

 

[21] SOPHIE PURTON, still on the 2nd of November, declared to having often visited Ms 

KERCHER, with whom she liked to go to the “Merlin” and meet friends; on her part, she said 

she knew of her friend’s relationship with the young man from downstairs, although she had 

never seen him. Ms PURTON, also, located the time at which they had left the other girls’ house 

together as 21:00 on the 1st of November (confirming to having arrived there at 15:30, before 

MEREDITH): they had walked up till Via del Roscetto, and there they had separated given that 

Ms PURTON’s apartment was in one of those side streets. As far as the young lady could recall, 

the dead girl had not presented anything out of the ordinary, save for saying she was or appearing 

a bit tired due to the small hours the day before celebrating Halloween.  

 

[22] The following day, after a second interview in which she described the facts of the 31st and 

dwelt in particular on a young Moroccan man with whom she had spent some time, Ms 

PURTON was interviewed for the third time, at which time she specified to being very close 

friends with MEREDITH, to the point of having heard her make very intimate confidences, 

amongst which was having smoked a joint or two: so that, she felt herself able to rule out that Ms 

KERCHER could have been tied to or interested in other men, apart from GIACOMO, otherwise 



she would have been informed about it. Just as Ms BUTTERWORTH had done, she ruled out 

that MEREDITH had received any phone calls on the evening of the 1st, even while they were 

returning home. She added, finally, to having known from her friend that Ms KNOX, sometimes, 

had brought men home to their house, referring to a “strange” sort (without entering into further 

particulars) who was working in an Internet café.  

 

[23] The same young woman, also because of having been the last to have seen Ms KERCHER 

alive, came to be repeatedly interviewed during the course of the early days of the investigation: 

on the 5th, the Public Prosecutor attended personally, to whom she explained that she was living 

in a house in Via del Lupo (where Ms FROST had also lived for a month, and it had been 

through her that she had met MEREDITH, on the 2nd of September) barely two minutes’ 

distance on foot from the house in Via della Pergola. Ms PURTON considered herself, together 

with AMY, the friend with whom MEREDITH had the strongest rapport; for this reason, she 

specified to not considering that there could exist someone else of whom Ms KERCHER could 

be afraid of, otherwise she would have been informed about it. As for the people that 

MEREDITH was seeing, Ms PURTON nominated the usual GIACOMO; it did not appear to her 

that she knew a South African, but she did not rule out that she might have known some of the 

regular players in the Piazza Grimana basketball courts, seeing that she was passing by there 

daily. As regards stupefactants, the witness declared that her friend used to smoke them, but only 

when she found herself in the company of the boys from downstairs and without particularly 

liking it: as well, MEREDITH had received from those young men – who had left her the keys of 

the house during their brief absence because of the “unofficial long-weekend” of All Saints’ – 

the charge of watering the Cannabis plants, something which she didn’t like.  

 

[24] Ms PURTON confirmed in addition the particular about the a-bit-strange young man from 

the Internet café (once again, without indicating why: later, the young man would have probably 

been identified as a certain JUBA, who was also working at the “Le Chic” pub) that Amanda had 

brought home, as MEREDITH had recounted to her.  

 

[25] Describing the evening of the 31st, Ms PURTON recalled that the idea to dress-up for 

Halloween had come a little bit from all of them, likewise the decision to take themselves to the 

two pubs already mentioned: here they had seen lots of young people, some already met on prior 

occasions and others no, but the witness emphasised having remained in direct contact with 

MEREDITH only at the “Merlin”, while at the “Domus” she had spent time with other people 

and her friend had been in closer company with AMY and ROBYN. During the evening, in any 

event, they had all drunk enough.  

 



[26] On the afternoon of the 1st, when Ms KERCHER had arrived at the Via Bontempi house, 

they had begun talking girl talk about old flames or things of that sort, lingering on an ex of 

MEREDITH’s who was in England; they had also commented on the evening before, without 

however her friend having confided in her to having been approached or having been struck by 

someone in particular. Ms PURTON, in another demonstration of the confidences from her 

friend, specified that MEREDITH had recounted to her about having had sexual relations with 

GIACOMO, and she had made observations and comments in the past about a young man from 

Switzerland, in any case who had already departed, with whom there was no relationship at all. 

That evening, as has already emerged from other depositions, MEREDITH had received neither 

calls nor texts; the four young women had eaten a pizza and some dessert, then watched a DVD: 

in practice, they had finished dining while the film was also concluding. Having exited AMY 

and ROBYN’s house, she and Ms KERCHER had descended the stairs at the bottom of Via 

Bontempi, rejoining Via del Roscetto; here they had separated, because Via del Lupo was to be 

found on the right, while MEREDITH had followed the course along Via Pinturicchio, 

descending by some more stairs to Via della Pergola (at least, thus the witness hypothesised, it 

being the usual and shortest way). Ms PURTON was certain about having checked the time at 

the moment of re-entering the house, and it was 21:00.  

 

[27] On the 17th of November, Ms PURTON made another statement to the lead magistrate, 

confirming her earlier declarations without in any case being able to be more specific about the 

time at which the four friends had started to eat at AMY and ROBYN’s house (probably 18:00, 

or maybe before): she instead corrected the time at which she had arrived back home in Via del 

Lupo, remembering that it was still 20:55. On MEREDITH’s clothing, she maintained that her 

friend was wearing jeans that were a bit torn, a sky-blue jacket and a blue top, both “Adidas”.  

 

[28] She added that for a small part of the afternoon they had spent time looking at photos on the 

Internet of the evening before (which one of the friends had put on her own blog), specifying that 

MEREDITH, on the way home, had agreed with Ms PURTON on the fact that they were both 

tired and would have gone straight to bed, without saying anything at all on where AMANDA 

was that night or what she was doing. She ruled out, finally, having ever met any of the usual 

visitors to the basketball courts in front of the University for Foreigners.  

 

[29] One of the other English girls who had dined at the Via Bontempi house on the evening of 

the 31st of October came to be identified as NATALIE BETINA HAYWARD, and the young 

women stated to having been very close friends with Ms KERCHER: MEREDITH had confided 

in her to being very attracted to a boy by the name of GIACOMO, who was living downstairs, 

even to telling her about having kissed him for the first time and then having slept together 

(without adding though if they had made love); she had also told her, in any case, she found one 

of the other boys downstairs lovelier. To Ms HAYWARD’s knowledge, MEREDITH didn’t use 



drugs, or in any case she had never spoken about it; it did not appear to her that she had received 

any molesting phone calls, or that some boy rejected by her had given her any trouble.  

 

[30] SAMANTHA LEE ANNE RODENHURST stated to having been, in her turn, at the 

“Merlin” on the evening of the 31st, and to having encountered Ms KERCHER there around 

midnight, while the witness had been there already for about an hour; later, after 02:00, she had 

seen MEREDITH again at the “Domus”, in the company of Ms FROST and Ms 

BUTTERWORTH (while she had not noted Ms PURTON), and when she had left – around 

03:30 – the dead girl was still there. Ms RODENHURST ruled out that her friend had problems 

due to someone who was importuning her.  

 

[31] SUSANNE CHARLOTTE PAGE, confirming having seen Ms KERCHER at the “Merlin” 

on the 31st, without specifying the time, claimed then to having gone at around 01:30 to the 

“Domus”, where, however, she did not recall having noticed her.  

 

[32] JADE BIDWELL had been in her turn at the “Merlin” on the evening of the 31st, and had 

seen MEREDITH, whom she had met during a meeting at the University in the month of 

September: she stated she had a good rapport of friendship with her, so much so that on the 

occasion of another evening in the same local, some time before, she had told her about an 

Italian boy that she was seeing. On Ms KERCHER’s say so, though, he wasn’t a real and proper 

boyfriend, because she had had the means to confirm that he didn’t always tell the truth (one 

night, she had called him on the phone knowing that he would have had to stay at home, and 

instead she had understood that the young man was out) and she was thinking that he might not 

be faithful to her.  

 

[33] In the meantime, information was also acquired from Ms ROMANELLI and from Ms 

MEZZETTI (not to mention from Mr ALTIERI and Mr ZAROLI, who in any case were only 

able to usefully refer to the circumstances relating to the discovery of the body of the dead girl), 

and both of them had already mentioned the bond between Ms KERCHER and the young student 

who was living in the apartment beneath.  

 

[34] Ms ROMANELLI stated to having personally received the phone call from MEREDITH, 

interested in occupying one of the rooms still free in the apartment that the two Italian women 

had rented, following up on ads posted on the Internet and in the places frequented by students 

(Ms KNOX had instead contacted Ms MEZZETTI); thinking that she and AMANDA could be 

the right girls, they had quickly reached an understanding, and from there, there had derived an 



absolutely tranquil living arrangement, with the American and the Englishwoman – through age 

and common interests – who often went out together.  

 

[35] The witness did not define MEREDITH as “engaged” to anybody, specifying though of 

knowing that MEREDITH had been seen a couple of times with GIACOMO; for her part, Ms 

MEZZETTI confirmed to having often seen, in the last two weeks, the two young people in each 

other’s company, with the Italian boy coming up to their apartment and watching TV with Ms 

KERCHER, or else going with her to her room. According to her, MEREDITH had mentioned to 

her of finding herself quite comfortable with him, without any disagreements.  

 

[36] Both of the Italian women observed that MEREDITH, to their knowledge, had never 

brought boys home, with the exception of the aforesaid GIACOMO, whilst it had happened with 

Ms KNOX: Ms ROMANELLI mentioned on a first occasion that something of the sort had been 

told to her by the same KERCHER and by Ms MEZZETTI, as well as having seen AMANDA 

with some boy without particularising the circumstances, while the other mentioned the names of 

a couple of boys, one of which was introduced to Ms KNOX by her herself. The same names, in 

addition to that of SOLLECITO, were also given by Ms ROMANELLI in a subsequent 

statement.  

 

[37] At a certain point, in fact, more or less starting from the month of October, according to Ms 

ROMANELLI the relationship between MEREDITH and AMANDA cooled a bit, probably 

because Ms KNOX exhibited a much extroverted character; both of them, occasionally, smoked 

joints, which the witness had seen her housemates smoke of an evening in the company of the 

boys from downstairs.  

 

[38] In relation to the payment of the rent, Ms ROMANELLI and Ms MEZZETTI both declared 

that the amount in total was 1,200 euro per month, that the girls divided it between themselves, 

300 euro a head; as far as they knew, as they would have specified subsequently, Ms KERCHER 

had already gotten the money for her November share ready, or at least so she had told them.  

 

[39] Interviewed personally by the Public Prosecutor concerning the state of her room on the 

evening of the 1st of November, Ms ROMANELLI stated that there were certainly items of 

value, in particular a portable computer, a pair of designer sunglasses and some gold jewellery, 

resting in a drawer: from a superficial glance, it seemed to her that nothing was missing, save 

perhaps for some article of make-up. As for the window, she recalled having definitely shut the 

window panes, leaving the shades probably open instead: about the shutters, although not being 



one hundred per cent certain, she thought she had shut them without in any case locking them 

together, insofar as the left shutter was encountering resistance from the windowsill due to 

swollen wood. Her recollection was not more precise, inasmuch as she thought she had definitely 

opened the shutters in the morning, having need of some light to change clothes (because not 

having slept at home, but rather at her boyfriend’s, she had passed by there to then rejoin Mr 

ALTIERI who was celebrating his birthday), but she had then departed in haste because she was 

already running late.  

 

[40] Statements also being taken from the four boys from the Marches, who were occupying the 

apartment beneath, there was nothing of interest that emerged – except for STEFANO DALIO 

BONASSI, to which we will return in the following. GIACOMO SILENZI confirmed having 

had a relationship with Ms KERCHER, even having sex with her (the first time in her own 

apartment, and subsequently in the boys’ house), while MARCO MARZAN said he knew about 

the relationship, adding that, according to him, the more involved in sentimental terms was 

GIACOMO himself (who in any case had recounted to them some of the particulars of the type 

of relations that he had had with MEREDITH) and LUCIANO RICCARDI – who, it appeared to 

be, was the most isolated of that group, as if he’d intended to cultivate friendships outside that 

group and hadn’t wanted to see them so much, more or less – had next to nothing to say that was 

useful. GIORGIO COCCIARETTO, a friend of and from the same county as the tenants, who in 

any case wasn’t living with them, indicated having met MEREDITH at the other boys’ house, 

seeing her on those occasions as always natural and sociable, but he had noticed that her 

behaviour would change when she was around town or in the local meeting places, to the point 

that she wouldn’t even say hello to him and seemed haughty, he then adding that he had known 

that in the last two or three weeks Ms KERCHER had started going out with GIACOMO. Later 

it would have resulted that COCCIARETTO himself was the only one, in that setting, of having 

had occasional phone contact with the accused RUDY HERMANN GUEDE, of Ms KNOX he 

was only able to say that she had a very extroverted way of behaving, with lots of friends and 

many male visitors.  

 

[41] In the days immediately subsequent to the crime, the investigators focussed their attention 

on the version supplied by Ms KNOX, considered to be objectively little credible.  

 

[42] Uncovering a series of contradictions between the statements of the girl and those of Mr 

SOLLECITO, not to mention taking note of an accusation directly formulated by the American 

woman as against DIYA LUMUMBA, called PATRICK (her employer at the “Le Chic” pub, 

who AMANDA indicated as responsible for the murder, although in somewhat rather confused 

terms), the Public Prosecutor ordered the arrest of all three, and the GIP – at the conclusion of 

the subsequent validation hearing – established the remand to prison with the cautionary arrest 

order.  



 

[43] Only afterwards, following a comparison in the Data Bank of a palm print in blood and 

found on the pillowslip of a pillow that was found underneath the body of the victim, it was 

instead ascertained that present at the scene of the crime was 21-year-old RUDY HERMANN 

GUEDE, a citizen of the Ivory Coast but brought up in fact in Perugia, a city where he had lived 

for a while with his own father, being subsequently fostered with an Umbrian family: the young 

man had recently returned after a prolonged stay in Lombardy, but without stable references, so 

much so as to appear untraceable for the moment.  

 

[44] To him were attributed, with a more detailed examination, some 14 partial fingerprints 

which, collected by the Scientific Police and adjudged as useful for probable comparisons, did 

not result in being attributed to any of the subjects identified as possible visitors to the apartment; 

amongst said partials, the major part of which had been collected from different locations in Ms 

KERCHER’s room, the first, marked as “Exhibit B”, was – with annotations from 16 November 

2007 by the Legal Identity Section – attributed with absolute certainty to Mr GUEDE, from 

whom there was prior fingerprint data from 2005 and in the same 2007. On 16 June 2005, Mr 

GUEDE had been placed under legal proceedings according to Statute No 189/2002, in the ambit 

of matters concerning his Italian residency permit, while on 27 October 2007 (ergo, just five 

days before the murder) he had been identified in the Milan jurisdiction and had been charged 

without arrest [a piede libero] for theft, receipt of stolen goods, holding and carrying arms.  

 

[45] On this latter occasion, in particular, it was established that the accused had been surprised 

inside a kindergarten, the manageress of the institution, arriving there during the morning, had 

found Mr GUEDE, who justified himself by claiming that he had slept there not having any 

place to go; from the subsequent search conducted by personnel from the State Police “Garibaldi 

Venezia” Commissariat, it emerged that the young man was in possession of a laptop computer 

complete with accessories (which turned out to have been stolen from a legal office in Perugia), 

as well as a lady’s watch, a hammer and a large kitchen knife, this latter the property of the 

school and therefore purloined by Mr GUEDE immediately prior.  

 

[46] Analysing, then, the prints taken from the accused for the purpose of the previous 

identifications, and comparing them to the one on the pillow, there emerged “analogies in the 

general characteristics relative to the direction of the papillary traces and the correspondence of 

more than 16-17 point characteristics equal in shape and position”.  

 

[47] The determinations concerning GUEDE led to his individuation as the young man of colour 

who had already emerged from various depositions, in particular that of the already-mentioned 



BONASSI: this latter had in fact signalled that, one evening, a South African young man 

nicknamed “the Baron” had spent time at Number 7, Via della Pergola, on the ground floor, and 

during the evening there had been present both Ms KERCHER and Ms KNOX; he had further 

added that the young man in question had exhibited a certain attraction for the American woman, 

and – once going to the bathroom, having had a bit too much to drink – he had straightaway 

fallen asleep on the toilet.  

 

[48] On the heels of these findings, respectively on the 12th and 27th of November, another two 

witnesses had mentioned revealing particulars of notable importance. ALESSANDRA 

FORMICA, a 26-year-old woman from Strozzacapponi who on the evening of the 1st had come 

into the city centre to dine with her boyfriend, stated to having had arrived at around 20:00 at the 

booked restaurant, in Via Ulisse Rocchi, but she had been told that there was still about an hour 

or so to wait; so, together with her boyfriend, she had gone for a an evening stroll until 21:00 or 

thereabouts, returning to the local and having dinner. Here they had eaten an antipasto each, 

some gnocchi and a small chocolate cake, spending the time there corresponding to the number 

of dishes and the service: when that was completed, though, they had decided to leave because it 

was getting cold.  

 

[49] Having left the car at the Sant’Antonio carpark, they thus headed for Piazza Grimana, and 

then took the stairs for the garage, but in the act of descending the witness recalled that her 

boyfriend – LUCIO MINCIOTTI – had been violently jostled by a young man of colour intent 

on running very quickly towards Via Pinturicchio: on the basis of the times above indicated, Ms 

FORMICA fixed this episode at around 22:30 / 22:40. Reaching the carpark, in the environs of 

the “Il Contrapunto” pub, they had noticed a car, on whose rear seat there were a woman and a 

male child, being attended to by a tow-truck. Later, the witness GIAMPAOLO LOMBARDI, 

working for a car repairer’s with duties relating to towing, had stated to having had a call to use 

his tow-truck right in Via della Pergola, at around 22:40 on the 1st of November, arriving on site 

at 23:00 and remaining engaged in the operation for 8-10 minutes: Mr LOMBARDI recalled 

having noticed, inside the car he was giving assistance to, two men and two women (but, the 

owners of the vehicle being identified, it emerged that in effect there was also more than one 

minor).  

 

[50] Mrs NARA CAPEZZALI, resident in Via del Melo on the first floor of the building which 

overlooks the just-mentioned carpark, and therefore a short distance from the house that was the 

theatre of the crime, told the Public Prosecutor of having the windows of her apartment facing in 

the direction of the building at Number 7, Via della Pergola, of which, though, she could only 

see the roof. The night of the 1st-2nd of November, she said, the woman had gone to bed early, 

more or less at 21:30 (as was her habit, and also because of recently having become a widow), 

but after a stretch of time that she was unable to specify, restricting herself to saying maybe she 

had slept “two hours or so”, she had needed to go to the bathroom.  



 

[51] At that juncture, while she was still up and finding herself in front of the French doors 

giving access onto a terrace, she had heard a woman’s scream which she described as “blood-

curdling”, such as to get goose-bumps and make her flesh crawl: she had the distinct perception 

that the scream had come right from that small house in front, so she had set herself to look in 

that direction through the bathroom window, without seeing anything, but as she was turning 

away she had heard scurrying on stones and leaves, corresponding to the access driveway of the 

Via della Pergola house. Shortly after, she had heard running, someone running away: in 

particular, there was someone who according to her was running up the metal stairs there, which 

go to Via del Melo and from there to Via Pinturicchio, and someone else who “was running 

along the driveway”, towards Via del Bulagaio or the zone of the University for Foreigners. 

Following that, she had heard nothing more, however she went on to particularise not having 

been able to fall asleep again due to the agitation that the scream had provoked: on the contrary, 

she had gotten up again to go and drink a little bit of water but without ever – neither the first 

time, nor after – noting what hour it was. She mentioned, finally, having phoned the Police only 

the day before her statement because of her own state of health and the fact that initially she 

didn’t feel sure, but she had remained in any case firm in the certainty of having heard that very 

loud scream, thus she had herself linked the scream to the matter of the homicide.  

 

[52] Turning to Mr GUEDE, his untraceability didn’t last long: it being ascertained that one of 

the references of the young man was the TIBERI MANCINI family, Mrs IVANA TIBERI 

having been his primary school teacher, the investigators turned to her son (GABRIELE 

MANCINI), as well as another childhood friend (GIACOMO BENEDETTI) to attempt to track 

him down.  

 

[53] Mr MANCINI, already by the 18th November 2007, recalled knowing and being a friend of 

RUDY for years, exactly because of the bonds of affection that his mother had established with 

him: the young man had suffered with his own father, who Mr MANCINI described as a violent 

man (so much so as to specify having asked RUDY on one occasion whether his father had made 

any sexual-type approaches to him, hearing him respond with no), while the mother of the young 

man had practically vanished immediately after having brought him into the world.  

 

[54] Over the years, especially after RUDY’s father had returned to the Ivory Coast to come 

back to Italy only sporadically, social services had occupied themselves multiple times with the 

young man, first organising a fostering with a family in Ponte San Giovanni, then – for a long 

time, until GUEDE’s 18th – with the CAPORALI family, owners of a rather successful company 

(“Liomatic”) which also sponsored a basketball team, a sport in which the young man so 

distinguished himself as to play in that team for several seasons.  



 

[55] According to the reconstruction by MANCINI, who described his friend’s characters as a bit 

“rebellious”, on attaining his age of majority RUDY went to live with an aunt in Lecco, so he 

had moved to Pavia where he had also found some small jobs, having also the occasion to train 

with the local basketball team. Losing contact with Mr GUEDE for a year, the witness had 

tracked him down by chance through an Internet search out of curiosity, from which had 

emerged the existence of a blog bearing his friend’s name: so he had been able to contact him, 

making him give him a new mobile phone number and learning that – at least according to the 

account that RUDY was giving him – that he was continuing to work between Pavia and Milan, 

and that he had also become engaged to VERONICA, an architecture student from Potenza. 

Between the end of 2006 and the start of 2007, as well, RUDY called Mr MANCINI at home one 

night, saying he was desperate of having lost his job and insisting that Mrs TIBERI recount the 

story of his problems and abandonment to VERONICA.  

 

[56] After another couple of months, during which Mr GUEDE had been unable to procure 

another job, he returned to Perugia, staying with his friend’s family, such as also to take up 

residency: after which the said MANCINI had helped him with various formal matters to do with 

work, RUDY turned to the CAPORALIs, who had offered him a place as assistant gardener on 

their agrarian holdings. However, with some difficulty, due also to the fact that he had not yet 

obtained his driver’s licence and did not have a car, he had started working, sending his stipend 

to Mr MANCINI’s parent until the opening of his own postal savings account: his situation 

having improved, the young man had realised the proposition – made known since his return to 

Umbria, of not weighing so much on those who were giving him hospitality – of going to live by 

himself, and so renting a flat in the city centre, situated at Number 26, Via del Canarino.  

 

[57] Despite Mr MANCINI and his parents having tried to make RUDY desist from that idea, for 

around two months things had seemed to have been going well; by the end of August, though, 

after a period in which he had not been seen and in which he always had his phone off, Mr 

GUEDE had finally responded to the phone, telling his friend he was in Trieste without 

explaining anything about what he was doing, and restricting himself to saying that from there in 

a short while he would be returning to Perugia to take up his job again.  

 

[58] Some days afterwards he had effectively re-appeared, even participating in a baptismal 

reception for Mr MANCINI’s niece, but he had manifested confusion and restlessness, such that 

the witness had advised him to go and see a friar at the Monteripido monastery whom he knew 

was able to give psychological help.  

 



[59] At that point, RUDY had disappeared again, and in the month of October Mr MANCINI’s 

father had gone to look for him at his place of employment, learning that he had been sacked for 

some time because he had claimed to be sick, without then producing any medical certificate to 

justify his absence.  

 

[60] Mr MANCINI had at the time searched for him with some insistence, even among those 

who could have known him and given news of him, and only after several days it was Mr 

GUEDE who made himself known again, passing by then to visit the MANCINI family and to 

stop for lunch more or less towards the 20th of that month: from which moment, though, he 

vanished again, despite Mrs TIBERI having given him a card to call from public telephones.  

 

[61] The Monday or Tuesday preceding the statement (ergo, the 12th or 13th of November), 

three days before the identity of the person, who had left the palm print on the pillow in the 

murder room, became known), Mr MANCINI stated to having surfed the Internet and – by 

means of the Messenger system – he had become aware that someone had logged on with 

RUDY’s account: thinking that it was his friend, he has sent various messages, all initially 

unanswered. After a bit, in response to another message in which Mr MANCINI was accusing 

him of running away again, even from him, Mr GUEDE responded, writing “I can’t”; to which 

the witness replied “What can’t you?”, and the other replied with the words “You know”. The 

subsequent reply by Mr MANCINI “What thing should I know?”, even though repeated twice, 

remained without response.  

 

[62] In the meantime, the investigative taskforce went to the Via del Canarino apartment, 

contacting the owner (RINA MARANI, resident at Foligno): the woman freely handed over the 

keys of the residence, making it known that for some days she had not had any news from the 

tenant, who had already told her before in mid-October of having to go abroad, and he had not 

complied with the request of the landlady to show her his new work contract (Ms MARANI 

wanting to satisfy herself concerning the possibility of Mr GUEDE being able to make his rent 

payments). For this reason, she had passed by the apartment together with a friend, and it had 

been them who had entered discovering that there was no one there, despite the kitchen being 

untidy.  

 

[63] GIACOMO BENEDETTI, another childhood friend of RUDY’s, came to be invited by the 

investigators in assuming the role of taskforce assistant for the Web search for the defendant: the 

young man in fact made contact with him on the 19th of November by means of the Skype 

program, ascertaining that he was to be found in Germany, and from that there arose a long 

conversation during the course of which Mr GUEDE put forward his own extraneity to the crime 

and his intention of returning to Italy.  



 

[64] We will return to this, in the following, illustrating Mr BENEDETTI’s statement to the 

Public Prosecutor in April 2008, on the contents of that conversation, from the moment that – 

even if incidenter tantum (purely incidentally, with effects limited to the proceedings in course), 

in a decision on the personal liberty of the current accused, but with reasoning that certainly has 

to be accepted – the Court of Perugia resulted in having ruled inadmissible the physical means 

containing the relevant recording: the fact is that Mr GUEDE, convinced by Mr BENEDETTI 

about the opportunity of catching a train that would carry him to Milan, with the idea of meeting 

him at the station of that regional capital, he had in effect commenced the journey, then being 

arrested by the German police before crossing the border.  

 

[65] On the 20th of November 2007, the GIP signed European arrest warrant for him, to be 

combined with the precautionary custody order that in the meantime the Public Prosecutor had 

already requested and obtained. By reason of his provisional arrest, he was invited by the 

Judicial Authority in KOBLENZ to make a statement, and claimed to have been in contact with 

Mr BENEDETTI finding himself in an Internet café in Dusseldorf, receiving information from 

him about the accusations relating to him, based on what they had published in the newspapers 

or what had been heard on TV. Mr GUEDE denied those accusations, pointing out having known 

Ms KERCHER on a not better specified occasion in which the young woman found herself in the 

company of two young men with whom he had played basketball a few times: a little while 

before, at the “Le Chic” pub, he had instead met Ms KNOX.  

 

[66] The accused claimed to have met MEREDITH on the evening of the 31st of October, while 

he was out with some Spanish friends, and on that occasion they had “flirted”, making an 

appointment for the following evening at 20:30. On the 1st of November, around 19:30 (without 

being more precise, because he claimed he didn’t have a watch), Mr GUEDE had passed by, 

firstly, a friend’s by the name of ALEX, then he had gone to Ms KERCHER’s house, not finding 

her in; at that point he had gone by the basketball fan boys, without making known whether it 

was the boys from the ground floor, but even those he hadn’t found. So, he had gone back to the 

city centre, buying a kebab, to then return to Via della Pergola: here he had waited for a few 

minutes, after which MEREDITH turned up, who had opened the door and let him in.  

 

[67] After a short conversation, partly due to what had occurred between them the evening 

before, the two young people had kissed each other, without though going on to have sexual 

relations: first, though, it had happened that Mr KERCHER had discovered her money was 

missing from a drawer near her bed, and she had gone into AMANDA’s room – who wasn’t 

there – to check if the money was there. From which there arose generic accusations by 

MEREDITH concerning the American, complaining first above everything else that the other 



one was smoking drugs (a particular that Mr GUEDE confirmed, because he had already 

happened to see Ms KNOX on a prior occasion in which he had been present).  

 

[68] Without adding further details, the defendant mentioned that at a certain point he had gone 

to the bathroom, and from there – despite having put on iPod headphones, had heard someone 

knocking on the door and coming inside: after about five minutes (he recalled in any case having 

listened to two or three songs, of which he also indicated the titles), he had heard a scream that 

was louder than the, somewhat loud, volume of the headphones, therefore – without even pulling 

his trousers up – he had come out, seeing the back of a man at the front door of the house, 

slightly shorter than him.  

 

[69] Mr GUEDE specified to not having known that person, but to having seen MEREDITH 

bleeding on the floor, so he had grabbed the man, asking him what had he done, but the other had 

turned violently trying to strike him with a knife that he had in his hand, probably the left, and in 

effect bringing about a wound on his right hand (from various photographic records made by the 

German Police, there appear in truth to be small cut wounds on the hand of the accused). Trying 

to sidestep the blows, Mr GUEDE had stepped backwards, but fell to the floor due to not pulling 

his trousers all the way up: from here he had taken up a chair trying to defend himself, and the 

aggressor had escaped from there in a moment saying, before leaving the apartment, the phrase 

“Black man found, guilty man found”, without however the accused understanding whether 

those words were directed to a third person present.  

 

[70] Noting a great quantity of blood in MEREDITH’s room, and above all a cut wound on the 

girl’s neck from which blood was pouring, RUDY had tried to help her, taking a towel from her 

bathroom to staunch the haemorrhaging: in the course of a few seconds, it was totally soaked in 

its turn, so he had taken a second. In those moments, according to Mr GUEDE’s statement, Ms 

KERCHER was still alive and she was moving, trying to speak, but he had understood only one 

word or part of one word, which is to say “af”, so he had tried to write those two letters on the 

wall. The young man claimed however to find himself in a state of total confusion, without the 

lucidity necessary for calling for help or requesting the intervention of a doctor, such that – 

perhaps from having had the impression of noises from the floor below – he had left without 

closing the door of the house, probably after having touched almost everything in the victim’s 

room. He was unable to recall whether, at the moment at which he had exited, MEREDITH was 

still conscious; he recalled instead that even at that moment the young woman was dressed, with 

a dark jacket, a white pullover and blue jeans. He finally specified that when he had entered the 

house he had not noticed any sign of presumed theft, nor broken windows; on leaving, he had 

crossed the basketball court in Piazza Grimana, where there were Chinese intent on a game.  

 



[71] On his alleged flight to Germany, he repeated his state of confusion, so as to supply false 

particulars (on the advice of other people of colour, not better identified, who had also suggested 

he lodge an asylum request) on the occasion of a check by the German police in Stuttgart; he 

added in any case of having formed the intention of returning to Italy, after the conversation with 

Mr BENEDETTI, giving his assent to the simplified extradition procedure for the express 

purpose of clarifying his own position, and not objecting to the arrest and the extradition itself.  

 

[72] Mr GUEDE was handed over to the Italian authorities in the first days of December, and on 

the 7th he attended the GIP hearing.  

 

[73] Prior to that, though, information was obtained from numerous subjects who had had ways 

of knowing or visiting the accused, with particular regard to the more recent periods: already on 

the 13th of November, RUDY’s name had been put forward by Mr LOUIS PATRICK 

TEMGOUA NDONGMO, a Cameroon student/worker who had indicated him as a regular game 

companion for the basketball games in the small courts in front of University for Foreigners 

(where the witness denied having been on the late evening of the 1st of November, having left 

not later than 19:00, without in any case having seen Mr GUEDE with whom he had been 

playing for about a month).  

 

[74] Another basket-baller, the Lithuanian VYKINTAS RAKAUSKAS, stated knowing Mr 

GUEDE through having played together in the “Liomatic” team and to knowing that recently – 

however not having been in phone contact with him for three months, nor seeing him in the last 

two weeks, despite usually turning up at the Piazza Grimana courts – he was working as 

gardener with the CAPORALIs. The young man had given him his mobile phone numbers, 

which were 329/1819627 (the last that had been indicated by Mr MANCINI, on which he had 

made the most recent contacts), 340/7969958 and 335/5690231.  

 

[75] As to RUDY’s habits, Mr RAKAUSKAS claimed to have sometimes seen him “very 

drunk”, specifying that among other things he himself also drank a bit, up until about a month 

earlier: on a further and more specific question by the investigators, he represented himself as 

having ceased to meet with him because he was excessive in his drinking, such that in the 

evenings he was often drunk; he had never met any likely girlfriends, except for having heard 

from him about a relationship with a female student during his stay in Lombardy, but he knew 

that Mr GUEDE liked white girls, and not those of colour.  

 



[76] SANITA KEISA, a Latvian girl, referred to having met RUDY on the 11th of October, 

during the course of an evening out at the “Rock Castle” pub, and they had exchanged phone 

numbers (Mr GUEDE had left her his 329/1819627 number, but not having the phone with him, 

nor a piece of paper to write it down on, he had told Ms KEISA that he would have memorised 

hers).  

 

[77] The evening out had then concluded at the “Domus”, and the young woman recalled that 

RUDY had suggested to her and to the friend she had gone out with to go home in a taxi, given 

the late hour, a suggestion that the two young women had not taken up. The day after Mr 

GUEDE had called her to invite her to dinner, but she had not accepted, as had happened a few 

other times following: the accused, in any case, had never bothered her, such that -- even having 

encountered him on successive occasions – Ms KEISA specified having had a good impression 

of him.  

 

[78] The American students REBECCA SAVOY and BENEDEK AVITAL, giving statements 

on the 22nd of November, declared knowing Mr GUEDE for about a month, through having 

visited the same group of friends at the night clubs of Perugia: in particular, they specified 

having seen him for the last time at the “Domus” on the night of the 2nd/3rd of November, when 

one minute of silence was requested in memory of the girl killed the night before. They didn’t 

have a precise recollection in any case of the young man’s behaviour in that circumstance, 

mainly because of also of having had drunk a bit, it being the birthday of another friend: the two 

Americans, in answer to the question whether they had ever seen RUDY drunk, responded in any 

case with yes.  

 

[79] The same day, JULIA DAVIS, another American in Italy for study reasons, gave a 

statement totally conforming to that of her two co-nationals, claiming though to not remembering 

if she had ever seen Mr GUEDE drunk and of finding herself dancing with him at the moment 

when the request for MEREDITH was made: at that point, while another girl had approached her 

to explain what was happening, Ms DAVIS had noticed that RUDY had remained impassive.  

 

[80] SOFIA CONCETTA CRUDO, an Australian jurisprudence student, stated to the 

investigators to having met RUDY in October, without being able to specify where and how; she 

added in any case that the young man came sometimes to see her little brother ALEX, and that 

they visited the “Merlin” or the “Rock Castle”. Sometimes Mr GUEDE was drunk, but in any 

case – after Ms CRUDO came back from a brief stay in Greece at her parents’, from 26 to 30 

October – it was a little while since she had seen him.  

 



[81] MARTA FERNANDEZ NIETO and CAROLINA ESPINILLA MARTIN, originating from 

Spain and domiciled in Perugia as university students of economics, stated having known Mr 

GUEDE in September, because he was occupying an apartment at Number 26, Via del Canerino, 

beneath the one they were living in: from this there arose a series of chance encounters, 

especially because they had a shared laundry, and sometimes they went out together, in particular 

on the 29th and 31st of October. In this last circumstance, coinciding with Halloween, they had 

gone to Via Campo di Battaglia to another Spanish student’s house, one ADRIANA, for a party 

with their co-nationals: in all, there were about thirty Spaniards, and RUDY had spent time with 

them.  

 

[82] Towards midnight, the two young women had gone to another Spaniard’s, by the name of 

CARLOS, at his house in Piazza Italia, and RUDY had followed, remaining with them until 

about one: and so MARTA had gone home, while CAROLINA – together with RUDY – had 

gone round the circle of parties, going to the “Domus”, where she stayed until half past five, 

without being able to say exactly what time RUDY had left in his turn. Ms ESPINILLA 

specified that the young man had spent time with their Spanish friends, and she had seen him 

dance only with a blonde girl with long straight hair.  

 

[83] The night of the 1st/2nd of November, still on the account of the two Spanish women, they 

had returned to the “Domus” where they had seen Mr GUEDE once again around 04:00 in the 

company of people they did not know; they weren’t able to say at what time they had arrived 

there.  

 

[84] At the due process hearing, Mr GUEDE claimed above all to knowing DIYA LUMUMBA 

superficially, and to have been no more than three-four times to the “Le Chic” pub, he knew Ms 

KNOX, through having seen her the first time that he had been in PATRICK’s local, where 

AMANDA had approached him in the role of waitress, and so he had bumped into her a few 

times on the street (limiting himself to a hello) and he had spent an evening with her and the 

boys who were living on the ground floor at Via della Pergola. This last episode occurred in, 

according to him, early October, in any case coinciding with the birthday of a friend of his, a 

certain OWEN: after having celebrated with the young man and his circle of friends, RUDY had 

met Ms KNOX around town along with two of the students from the ground floor, who he knew 

through having played basketball on the customary courts, and it had been those two who had 

invited him to pass by their place.  

 

[85] AMANDA had gone up to her apartment, and it was in that time span that Mr GUEDE had 

made some comments about her (and the other young men had contributed with their own, rather 

heavy, comments), while a “joint” was circulating: a little later the American had come 



downstairs, and there were several laughs due to it being the person they were talking about. The 

defendant recalled even Ms KNOX had smoked, so he mentioned he was feeling a bit tired, due 

to having drunk a lot and the effect of the smoke in the house, and he had gone to the bathroom 

for a call of nature, to then return to the others (ruling out that he had fallen asleep on the toilet 

and claiming to have flushed as usual). After a short time, MEREDITH had come downstairs; 

Mr GUEDE emphasised having already been informed of the presence of an English girl in the 

apartment, but he had never seen her; hearing her accent, he had understood that it was her, and 

had exchanged a couple of words with her, complimenting her beauty.  

 

[86] In the meantime, Ms KERCHER also set about smoking, but it was her to exhort AMANDA 

for both to go to their house and sleep, seeing that it had gotten late; RUDY, due to tiredness, had 

then asked the ground-floor boys if he could sleep on the sofa, and they had said yes.  

 

[87] The next day he had woken up, due to the presence of a cat which had jumped up to lick his 

face, he had greeted one of those men, and he had gone away; he added that he had returned to 

that apartment the following Sunday, without meeting MEREDITH, on the occasion of the last 

Grand Prix of the Formula One season, following it on TV together with them.  

 

[88] On a different occasion, however, he had spoken again with MEREDITH, met by chance at 

the “Merlin” or around about town; that’s what had happened the night of the England-South 

Africa rugby game, which he had watched at the “Shamrock” pub in the Perugia city centre, 

noticing MEREDITH among those present. Mr GUEDE, together with his Greek friend ALEX, 

Austrian PHILIP and Dutch FREDERICK, were there to support South Africa, while 

MEREDITH was obviously part of a group of co-nationals, and they had participated in 

reciprocal friendly teasing, including some final comments at the moment of the British defeat. 

During the course of the game, RUDY had talked a lot with her, though without arranging a date 

or agreeing to see each other after that evening: on the 31st of October, on the occasion of 

Halloween, he had instead seen her again, and this time things went differently.  

 

[89] Mr GUEDE maintained that he had gone to a party at his Spanish friends’, in a house 

behind the “Pavone” cinema theatre, and they were all in costume: at a certain point, a girl 

dressed as a vampire approached him, who he had exchanged a word with, without even 

realising that it was in fact MEREDITH. Once recognised, he had jokingly asked if she had 

wanted to suck his blood, as a sort of revenge for the rugby defeat, and then they had started 

talking: the defendant described the location of the conversation, with a room between two 

bathrooms, and specified having kissed the girl, saying that he wanted to see her again the 

following day. And so, they had arranged a date for the following evening, for about half past 

eight.  



 

[90] Having left the Spaniards’ house around 02:00, Mr GUEDE explained he had gone to the 

“Domus”, because more or less everybody had displayed an intention of going to that local 

where there was a masquerade party: in describing the translocation and its aspect, the defendant 

said there was “a tide of people”, specifying though that he had not noticed MEREDITH, who he 

was hoping to see again at the “Domus”. At any rate, they had not come across each other: in the 

local, according to RUDY, there were a lot of people, but he considered it to be the case that Ms 

KERCHER was not there.  

 

[91] Examining later some photographs already attached to the file, which portrayed the victim 

in the apparel for the party of the 31st, the accused was unable to identify in the environments 

therein portrayed the house in which he had been with Ms KERCHER, confirming however his 

version of the facts. He specified however, taking note of the statements of the Spanish girls who 

had already been examined, that in fact he had spent the first part of the evening in two different 

houses, always in the company of the co-nationals of these latter (and he had met MEREDITH at 

the second place): as far as he had understood or could recall, the owners of each house were 

both called CARLOS.  

 

[92] Coming to the night of the 1st of November, RUDY recalled having left the house while the 

regional TG3 TV news was starting, therefore at 19:30: he had passed by Via della Pergola, but 

after knocking no-one had replied, neither from the girls’ floor nor from the one below. At that 

point, Mr GUEDE had decided to visit his friend ALEX, who was living not far from there: upon 

ringing the doorbell, he had waited 5 minutes before the door was seen to open, because the 

other young man was having a shower, so therefore he had exchanged only a couple of words 

with him, reaching an understanding of meeting up later, still at ALEX’s house. RUDY had then 

gone to buy himself a kebab near the “Turreno” cinema, meeting his other friend PHILIP along 

the way: at first he hadn’t stopped, seeing that PHILIP was talking to a girl, then he had chatted 

for a few moments, telling him that he would be seeing ALEX later and that in the meantime he 

was on his way to see someone. PHILIP had asked him if it was a man or a woman, and he had 

responded to him that it was a girl.  

 

[93] Back at Via della Pergola, Mr GUEDE had knocked again and still there was no response; 

after a few minutes, though, Ms KERCHER actually arrived, and asked him how much time he 

had been waiting. RUDY replied to her that he’d been there for only a minute, even if it had been 

somewhat longer, the girl had smiled at him, she had taken her keys from her purse and both had 

entered the house. More or less, it was 21:00. MEREDITH had said in English, “I am here”, so 

as to make her presence known, but no-one had replied, and in effect there were neither lights 

nor sounds. The defendant, due to the rather spicy kebab, had asked her permission to drink 

something, and Ms KERCHER had said to him to make himself at home, such that he had taken 



a bit of water and some fruit juice from the fridge. While he was in the kitchen, he had heard the 

young woman complaining and swearing, and so he had gone to her: MEREDITH, in her room, 

had found an open drawer and was saying that the money she had put there wasn’t there 

anymore, without specifying the value of the sum but making it understood that it was a 

substantial amount, and that that immediately was the last straw with AMANDA, describing her 

as a junkie.  

 

[94] Mr GUEDE had tried to calm her down, or in any case not to accuse Ms KNOX like that, 

without knowing what had happened, and together with her he had gone round the house, for the 

purpose of checking whether there were signs of a break-in, without coming across any; Ms 

KERCHER, for her part, had wanted to check a drawer in the American’s room, without finding 

the money. As a little bit to calm her, as a little bit to try a move, the accused had turned to her 

with the utmost tenderness, starting to talk about himself and his family: in a subsequent 

moment, he explained having entered into MEREDITH’s confidence, such that she had spoken 

to him about a relationship of hers in England (and not of a boyfriend or boy in Italy).  

 

[95] So, while they were in the kitchen/living room, he had told her that he liked her, starting to 

flirt and kiss, until they were touching each other in their intimate parts. Mr GUEDE specified 

having partially penetrated the girl with his fingers and of also having touched her breast (and 

her bra) underneath her jumper. At that point after about ten minutes, it was MEREDITH to ask 

him if he had condoms: he had replied with no, and both of them withdrew realising they had 

gone a bit far. Thus, they had recomposed themselves (not having undressed completely, but 

having both loosened and lowered their trousers) and RUDY had said to her about needing to go 

to the bathroom because the kebab had given him a bit of indigestion.  

 

[96] He had gone to the bathroom with the door near the fridge, on the instructions of the girl, he 

had uploaded his iPod with the usual 25 most-played songs and he had sat on the toilet after 

having cleaned the little shelf, as was his habit: he indicated it was also his usual habit to do his 

business with his headphones on, listening to music. The young man also recalled the first three 

songs listened to, being the usual, and while he was half through the third song – despite the very 

loud volume - he had heard a scream: cleaning himself in haste, without fully putting his belt 

back on, he had gone straight to MEREDITH’s room, finding a man on the threshold (but just 

inside the room) with his back to him. At that point, Mr GUEDE had placed his hand on the 

shoulder of that individual, glimpsing in the same instant the girl’s body on the floor: the other 

person had abruptly turned around, trying to land blows with a knife that he was holding in his 

left hand, about which he was unable to indicate the length or other characteristics.  

 



[97] He described the subject in question as slightly shorter than him, similar body shape, with 

light-coloured jeans, a black “Napapijri”-brand jacket of which he had noted the logo, a white 

cap bearing a red stripe in the middle and his hair – which could be seen underneath – was 

chestnut coloured: he was unable to furnish a better description due to the aggression under way, 

which had induced him to devote attention to not getting wounded, even though the man had 

drawn blood in a small cut on his right hand. In addition, the illumination was rather low, 

because there was only one table-lamp lit in the victim’s room.  

 

[98] In pulling himself back, the defendant first knocked over a clothes-horse in the corridor and 

then reaching the kitchen again, falling over between the table and the fridge due to the lunge 

from his antagonist, who he was describing as coming “ferociously” onto him: he was able to 

grab a chair, pushing it against the other man, and these [sic]– after a brief moment of hesitation 

– had fled, pronouncing in perfect Italian the words “he’s black, black man found, black man 

guilty, let’s go”.  

 

[99] RUDY continued the account explaining that, hearing the steps of the man on the gravel in 

front of the house, which were going away, he had heard the sound of footsteps of other people, 

having the distinct impression that besides that subject there might be someone else: looking out 

of the window of the room that faced the driveway (that is to say, Ms ROMANELLI’s room), he 

had tried to see if there was anyone in the courtyard or on the road, but without result.  

 

[100] Back in MEREDITH’s room, which he described as not in disorder, he realised that the 

girl was bleeding from the neck, with her shoulder all “drenched”: she was wearing jeans and a 

white cotton top, with her chest covered. Mr GUEDE had then tried to give her help, taking a 

towel from the bathroom, which though was too small and became immediately soaked with 

blood, so he got another one and tried again to staunch the wound; during that time, Ms 

KERCHER had given him the impression of wanting to say something, in spite of the blood that 

was also pouring from her mouth, and RUDY – thinking he was able to hear in her phrase the 

letters “a” and “f” – had taken the trouble to write them on the wall with his fingers, his hand 

being bloodstained.  

 

[101] Asked by the Judge how come he had never thought to call anyone for help, the accused 

replied that he didn’t have a phone with him (nor had he seen one in the house), his mobile 

phone having been seized from him in Milan a few days back; as well, due to the fright, he 

hadn’t been able to remain lucid, thinking that no-one would have believed him in the condition 

he was in, all covered in blood. He then repeated having touched more or less everywhere in the 

room, including with blood-stained hands, without in any case being able to explain how a print 

of his found its way onto the pillow beneath the body, when he recalled the pillow being as usual 

on the bed, where there also was the jacket and the purse that the girl had put there on returning 



home. The bed was, according to his description, covered with a red or beige bed-cover (but he 

was insisting much more on the first colour): the pillow was on top of the quilt.  

 

[102] Possibly hearing a noise from the apartment below, Mr GUEDE got frightened even more 

and had decided to run away, leaving open both the door to MEREDITH’s room as well as the 

front door (and all windows unbroken): he went through Piazza Grimana, where someone was 

playing on the basketball courts, and had headed towards Via del Canerino, trying to avoid Corso 

Garibaldi so as to not meet people who would have been able to notice his blood-stained clothes.  

 

[103] As for his own clothes, he recalled having worn, amongst other things, a sweatshirt and 

“Adidas” shoes, these latter – according to him – staying clean. Arriving at home, he had washed 

his clothing, so – still strongly agitated – he had changed and gone out again, going to ALEX’s 

house: arriving here, also finding his other friend PHILIP there, they had started to exchange a 

few pleasantries but still feeling almost in a trance, making appreciable efforts to remain calm 

and give an impression of normality. The defendant indicated the time at which he had entered 

the other boy’s house as being around 23:30, where he had stayed until half past midnight or 

thereabouts, to then go for a walk around the historic centre, to meet another American friend 

and go the usual “Domus” (but maybe not with ALEX, who had had differences with the 

personnel of that pub): here they remained more or less until 02:30 / 03:00, and from there they 

had gone to the “Velvet”, since one of their friends had to speak with one of the staff of the local.  

 

[104] Looking back, and on the basis of the distances covered on foot and the length of his stay 

at Via del Canerino to clean himself up, he hypothesized that he had left the house at Via della 

Pergola around 22:30, or a couple of minutes later. He indicated as well the interval of time was 

more than five or six minutes from when he had heard the girl’s scream to the moment in which 

the unknown aggressor had fled from the house, wanting to underline that the scuffle had been 

prolonged. In answer to a subsequent question, he also remembered having heard, while he was 

still in the bathroom, the sound of the front door bell, just as he had stated in the first interview in 

Germany.  

 

[105] In front of the photo of the crime scene, Mr GUEDE denied that the position of the young 

woman’s body was that where he had left her, repeating above all the fact that she was dressed 

and not half-naked, ruling out that, when he had looked out the window of Ms ROMANELLI’s 

room to try to see towards the road, the glass was broken, specifying that the inside shutters were 

open just like the outer ones.  

 



[106] Coming to the successive days, the defendant recalled having been at home on the 2nd of 

November, and having gone out in the afternoon to go to ALEX’s again, before, passing by the 

many-times-mentioned small basketball courts, having heard various young people talking about 

a killed female student, and the topic was also mentioned by the owner of a nearby takeaway 

pizzeria. At ALEX’s house he had also found the sister, as well as PHILIP, and it had been the 

girl who had spoken of the murder: in total it was limited to a gesture in acknowledgement, 

without any comment being made on the part of Mr GUEDE. Taking notice that SOFIA 

CONCETTA CRUDO had already stated not having seen him after the end of October, the 

defendant in any case maintained having met her that night. He then admitted having been at the 

“Domus” also on the night of 2nd and 3rd, but – denying the presumed “impossibility” of which 

Ms DAVIS had spoken – he emphasised having respected the minute of silence called for by the 

DJ for the death of MEREDITH.  

 

 

[107] Spending further days practically holed up at home, he had left Perugia on Saturday (but 

taking not that Saturday was the 3rd, therefore the day successive to the last episode as narrated): 

proceeding on a train trip more or less in stages, he arrived first in Florence, then Bologna. From 

here he proceeded to Milan, but without having a ticket because he had little money 

(subsequently, he would have also have sold his iPod): surprised by the people at Modena, he 

was made to leave the train, but the first chance he had, he had taken another train, reaching 

Milan past midnight. Here he had gone to a local he already knew, just right for passing the time, 

and around five he had gone back to the station, seeing it also being checked by the forces of law 

and order: and so it happened that he jumped on an express train for Germany, without 

understanding the destination, and he let himself be carried away.  

 

[108] After various journeys to various cities, meeting other people of colour, he finally confided 

what had happened to him, and hearing people say understanding words about the fact that no-

one in Italy would have been predisposed to believe him, he had arrived at Dusseldorf: from 

there he had come into contact with GIACOMO BENEDETTI, coming to be informed that the 

Police were looking for him. He had told him his truth, and manifested an intention to return, 

which the friend had encouraged: during the trip to Milan, though, at the first check in the train, 

he was found to be without a ticket and without papers, and – his particulars being ascertained - 

he was arrested.  

 

[109] Immediately thereafter the investigative task force effected various corroborations of Mr 

GUEDE’s statements, and already by the 18th of December had statements from ALEX 

CRUDO, brother of SOFIA CONCETTA. The young man, an 18-year-old, stated having met 

RUDY “around”, without knowing how to better indicate on what occasion: in any case a 

friendship was born and a meeting up with each other, with the other who used to call him often 

enough and passing by his house to see him. In Mr CRUDO’s view, as much as he was able to 



tell, the defendant did not use drugs, nor drink excessively. À propos of Ms KERCHER, ALEX 

confirmed the particular of the rugby game watched at the “Shamrock”, it was RUDY himself, 

after the murder, who told him that the dead girl was the same one as the one they had been with 

at the match when they were there too. At any rate, the young man underlined never having seen 

Mr GUEDE speak with MEREDITH, nor having received any confidences from his friend on the 

matter of his possibly liking that girl or that he had arranged a date with her. To the question of 

how he had spent the evening of the 1st of November, the witness responded with this: “I don’t 

remember what I did on the first of November, neither during that evening nor on that day; 

although I’m certain that RUDY didn’t come to my place that evening, not even late in the 

night”.  

 

[110] Mr CRUDO recalled instead that on the day the news of the murder was on TV (which is 

to say the 2nd) RUDY visited him, and it was during that span of time that the underlining of the 

girl’s identify came out as being the one at the “Shamrock”; on the same occasion, Mr GUEDE 

had announced his intention to spend a few days in Milan, just to dance. At the meeting – taking 

place in the afternoon, with the accused who had remained for half an hour – there was present 

the sister of the witness, but no-one else: on the following evening, which ALEX was unable to 

say where he had spent it, RUDY was not in his company.  

 

[111] After having learned of the involvement of his friend in the murder, Mr CRUDO had 

reflected on the behaviour of his friend on the 2nd of November, coming to the opinion that he in 

fact seemed to him to be little calm: at the time, at any rate, he hadn’t noticed anything 

particular, nor had he noticed possible wounds on Mr GUEDE’s hands. The young man 

concluded his deposition by saying that Mr GUEDE had confided earlier in him to feeling alone, 

and that he would have liked to have had a girlfriend.  

 

[112] MOHAMMAD EGBARIA, an Israeli agriculture student and SOFIA CRUDO’s boyfriend, 

claimed to know RUDY, but to having seen him for the last time on the 24th of October or 

around about then: he recalled having received a phone call from him, from a different number 

compared to the usual one, on the 27th of October, with Mr GUEDE telling him that he was in 

Milan and that he would be back the next day. He also added that he had spent the 1st of 

November in the company of his girlfriend and of ALEX, but couldn’t recall what they had done.  

 

[113] The Austrian PHILIP MICHAEL MALY stated having met Mr GUEDE around the 20th 

of October, on the steps of Perugia Cathedral, because he was with their mutual friend ALEX; 

from then on, without ever exchanging phone numbers, he had seen him again another 6 or 7 

times, always part of a group (ALEX, his sister, MOHAMMAD and others) and on one occasion 

they had all had dinner at RUDY’s house. He too confirmed having followed the England-South 

Africa match at the “Shamrock”, and of having found out only after the murder – from various 

American friends - that Ms KERCHER would have been present that evening: he ruled out, 

though, that RUDY, during the evening in question, had spoken with her. On MALY’s say so, 



Mr GUEDE had never told him of being attracted to MEREDITH or that he might have had 

dates with her, being a girl that the young Austrian did not know: he knew instead from RUDY 

that he liked a certain ALESSIA, a German. Asked what he had done on the 1st of November, 

and when he had last seen the accused, Mr MALY replied: “The day first November ult. had 

been home all day and maybe also the evening, I’m in any case certain about not having seen 

RUDY either during the day of the first of November nor during the evening of the first 

November (..). I’m very sure of having seen Rudy for the last time 4 or 5 days before Halloween 

in a local getting a kebab in this Via U. Rocchi”. The witness finally specified having learned 

from Mr CRUDO that Mr GUEDE had visited the Australian’s house the day after the murder.  

 

[114] SAFIR SALIM, a Kuwaiti student and DJ in the locals in the historic city centre, affirmed 

having known MEREDITH from the first days of her arrival in Italy, through having seen her 

many times at the “Merlin” or at the “Domus”, always and only with her English friends; he also 

knew RUDY, who though he didn’t recall seeing at the “Domus” on the evening of the 2nd of 

November. He had instead noticed him at the “Merlin” a few days before: according to him, Mr 

GUEDE would sometimes get up and dance on the tables at the “Merlin”, demonstrating on 

those occasions that he had drunk a bit too much.  

 

[115] On the 11th of December 2007 it was then the turn of ABUKAR MOHAMED BARROW, 

nicknamed “Momi”, a young Somalian basketball player: it will be necessary to return to the 

deposition of the aforesaid in the following, he having been also heard during the enquiry 

activity carried out during the preliminary hearing.  

 

116] In the meantime, both Ms ROMANELLI and Ms MEZZETTI were examined again, as well 

as Ms KERCHER’s English friends. Between the two Italians, while Ms ROMANELLI stated to 

never had seen or known Mr GUEDE ever, the other told the Public Prosecutor that someone 

amongst the boys from the floor below had recounted to her how one evening RUDY was at 

their place and, being a little bit drunk, had fallen asleep on the toilet; the same MEZZETTI had 

then seen the accused in person, one Sunday when she had visited the boys below for a moment, 

and it was that day of the last race for Ferrari.  

 

[117] Amongst MEREDITH’s co-nationals, Ms HAYWARD claimed simply not to know Mr 

GUEDE, saying she was certain that not even Ms KERCHER knew him; Ms RODENHURST, 

returning to the Halloween festivities, ruled out that some young man of colour might have 

approached the dead girl during their time at the “Merlin” or at the “Domus”, indicating a certain 

FARSAD, an Iranian, as the only stranger that she might have exchanged a few words with (at 

any rate, she specified she had remained at the “Domus” only for a short while, while 

MEREDITH and the others had stayed on).  



 

[118] SOPHIE PURTON, after having gone over the movements of the group of girls again for 

the evening of the 31st, specified that during that evening MEREDITH had not received any 

phone calls, while she could not rule out that she might have received any texts: during the 

course of their stay at the “Merlin”, they were always together, which is why she remembered 

that the only boy to come up to Ms KERCHER was an Italian, 20-something, with blue eyes and 

a bit short; she was unable to say anything useful on what happened later at the “Domus” 

because – as she had already said in a statement earlier – she hadn’t stayed constantly by the side 

of her friend. As to Mr GUEDE, she specified to having seen his photo in the newspapers after 

his arrest, but had never seen him before: she ruled out that MEREDITH would have spoken 

about him as a friend or acquaintance, and according to her probably didn’t even know him.  

 

[119] On the evening of the 1st, while they were returning to their respective abodes after having 

dined with AMY and ROBYN, Ms PURTON stated having told Ms KERCHER that she was 

tired, and probably the other one had said the same thing: for certain, she had not spoken of any 

dates that she had lined up or of the possibility of seeing someone, not even to underline that due 

to her tiredness she would not have felt like it.  

 

[120] On her friend’s general behaviour, SOPHIE was at pains to point out that she had never 

seen her kiss a boy in public: she also recalled in that regard some criticisms that she had heard 

levelled against Ms KNOX, about whom she [Meredith] was saying that she [Amanda] brought 

men home to sleep with.  

 

[121] AMY FROST recalled that on the evening of the 31st, in her Via Bontempi apartment, she 

and MEREDITH had finished dressing up together for Halloween, having both chosen a vampire 

costume: at the “Merlin”, it had happened that at times they had been separated, due to the large 

number of people present, but she had not in any case noticed boys of colour approaching her 

friend. She indicated some Italian acquaintances as the young men they had spent time with, and 

then specified having seen Mr GUEDE for the first time in the photographs in the newspapers: 

she ruled out ever having heard Ms KERCHER pronounce his name, or speak in general about a 

boy with his characteristics. On the 31st, she had absolutely not seen RUDY converse with or 

even flirt with MEREDITH, neither at the “Merlin”, nor at the “Domus”.  

 

[122] The evening after, seeing her leave around nine, she had had the sensation – like everyone 

else – of feeling tired due to having had a late night the night before, and so she intended to leave 

and go to sleep. She knew in addition that Ms BUTTERWORTH had loaned MEREDITH a 



history book, and was of the opinion that her friend intended to read it in order to return it as 

soon as possible.  

 

[123] As for the relationship with GIACOMO, Ms FROST limited herself to specifying that the 

story between him and MEREDITH had just started, still however being able to consider them an 

item: as well, she mentioned that her friend had recounted to her that Ms KNOX had gone and 

said that she also liked that boy, but (almost as if she was making a gift) she had nothing against 

Ms KERCHER if she were to go for him.  

 

[124] ROBYN BUTTERWORTH, finally, confirmed that MEREDITH had spoken to her about 

the relationship with GIACOMO, which had been going on for a couple of weeks, and she knew 

that on that weekend the young man would have been elsewhere, at his home or skiing; she also 

confirmed, for the evening of the 31st, the particular of the costuming being completed at home. 

In both the locals where they had been, except for brief interruptions where the one or the other 

had gone to the ladies, they were always together: both the “Merlin” as well as the “Domus” 

were very crowded, but no one in particular approached to speak with Ms KERCHER, still, the 

witness made known, that for about an hour, in the “Domus”, she had not been near her (in 

contrast though to AMY, who had always been with MEREDITH).  

 

[125] Ms BUTTERWORTH, as well, maintained never having seen Mr GUEDE, not even by 

chance on the street, and to know about him only through the images appearing in the 

newspapers or on TV; she ruled out above all having ever seen him with MEREDITH, and 

denied that her friend had ever spoken to her about a certain RUDY or – apart from GIACOMO 

– about a boy to whom she felt attracted or she had displayed an interest in, however specifying 

that she would certainly not have described him as a boy of colour, but simply as someone that 

she had met.  

 

[126] The witness referred in her turn to remarks made by Ms KERCHER on AMANDA’s 

behaviour about the men that she was bringing back to the house, and she spent time describing 

what MEREDITH wore on the evening of the 1st, as in: a sky-blue “Adidas”-brand sweatshirt 

with blue stripes on the sleeves, a long-sleeved beige cotton top and another or maybe two tops 

underneath, with some design, as well as a pair of faded jeans and a pair of “Puma” shoes.  

 

[127] On the 7th of January 2008, as well, CHRISTIAN TRAMONTANO and MUSTAPHA 

AOUAD presented themselves to the Perugia Flying Squad. The former informed them that he 

had suffered a theft from his house on the 1st or 2nd of September preceding, carried out by a 



young man of colour who – following publication in the organs of the press of numerous photos 

of Mr GUEDE – he thought he recognised as the current accused. In particular, the man 

mentioned that at six in the morning on the day indicated he had been woken by some noises 

originating from beneath the location of his bedroom, disposed as a built-in overhead-cupboard: 

looking out, together with his companion who was with him, he had seen a young person of 

colour intent on rifling through his things, therefore he had gotten hastily and angrily out of bed 

to try and send him away. The other, at that point, had started to go down the spiral stairs that led 

to the floor below, but – finding the door closed – he had turned back towards Mr 

TRAMONTANO who had followed him, first grabbing a chair to brandish it against him, then 

pulling out a flick-knife: the citizen, frightened, went back upstairs, while his girlfriend was 

calling “113”, and in the meantime the thief – who had spoken a few words in perfect Italian, and 

had an alcoholic breath – managed to escape.  

 

[128] Checking what had been rifled through, the man realised that some small change and three 

credit cards were missing; the evening immediately after, going to the “Domus” discotheque, it 

had seemed to him that he had seen the young man in question again among the patrons of the 

local. In the course of time, seeing the photos of Mr GUEDE in the newspapers, Mr 

TRAMONTANO had had the impression that it was the same person as the author of the theft.  

 

[129] Mr AOUAD, owner of a rather well-frequented bar and restaurant in the city centre, 

instead told the investigating officers that he had often seen Ms KERCHER in his local, always 

in the company of the English girls with whom she usually went out (only one time had he 

noticed her in a group that also included men, and the KNOX-SOLECITO couple was also 

there), and she had seemed to him to be a rather reserved girl, who was not self-confident. He 

also claimed to know RUDY, but only by sight, and to never having noticed him frequent 

MEREDITH or the other girls of British origin.  

 

[130] The investigations continued with the acquisition of the first results of the biological tests, 

the genetic profile of Mr GUEDE having been reconstructed by means of various samplings (in 

particular, the saliva sample from his toothbrush found following the sequestration of the 

apartment in Via del Canerino), which appeared identical to those isolated from various evidence 

items, and significantly on one of the vaginal swabs taken from the body of the victim and on a 

piece of toilet paper from the bathroom where the unflushed faeces had been found. Regarding 

the vaginal swab, in any case, the presence of sperm was not found, and the comparison of two 

profiles could only be carried out on the basis of the Y haplotype, characterising the male 

individual and his probable ancestors and descendants in a direct line.  

 



[131] On the 26th of March, Mr GUEDE attended a new interview at the Public Prosecutor’s. On 

that occasion, he denied first of all that anyone of his acquaintances would have ever called him 

“Baron”, and he confirmed that in March 2007 he had returned to Perugia from Lecco, going to 

see the MANCINI family to help him find a job, which he almost immediately had found at the 

agricultural concerns of the CAPORALIs; in August, though, he had left that position, and had 

looked for some casual work in the restoration sector, looking for new occasions through his 

other friend GIACOMO BENEDETTI. Even during his periods of employment as gardener or 

suchlike, he had continued with basketball, graduating to playing quite often at the Piazza 

Grimana field: here he very often found the Chinese young men, a Cameroonian by the name of 

PATRICK (probably Mr TEMGOUA) and the Lithuanian VIKI, but sometimes it also happened 

with a couple of the Italian boys who were living below Ms KNOX and Ms KERCHER’s place.  

 

[132] Also repeated in the same terms were the circumstances in which he had met AMANDA at 

DIYA’s pub. RUDY transported himself back once again in his memory to the evening spent at 

those young people’s place when he had met them (together with Ms KNOX) after OWEN’s 

birthday party: according to him, it was the 12th or 14th of October. He confirmed, once 

AMANDA had gone up to her place, and before she could return, everyone had said she was a 

good-looking girl, putting forward fantasies more or less of a university-student sort, so – the 

American having had come back down – a “joint” did the rounds, which the same KNOX had 

taken and smoked in a manner that to him had appeared exaggerated.  

 

 

[133] After a while, Ms KERCHER had also come down, and Mr GUEDE underlined again that 

that had been the day on which they had been introduced, adding though he had already seen her 

in some pub: being seated in front of him, having spoken at length amongst themselves, while 

AMANDA was exchanging remarks with the other boys, without at any rate any of them 

demonstrating themselves to be – neither with her nor with the English woman – in close 

confidence or in fact tied to some relationship. In contrast to Ms KNOX, MEREDITH had 

smoked doing only one “pull”, and it had been her to first say that she wanted to leave to go to 

sleep, being immediately followed by AMANDA.  

 

[134] The accused repeated having slept in that house, feeling a bit tired and dazed by the smoke 

(not to mention tipsy from having drunk a lot at the party before), not to mention having gone to 

the bathroom, though returning normally to where he had been seated. He returned to the boys 

from the Marches’ house a second and last time on the afternoon of the Grand Prix, and on that 

occasion had seen one of Ms KERCHER’s Italian roommates, who had come downstairs to the 

boys and bought a “smoke” for 5 euro.  

 



[135] He had then seen MEREDITH again on the occasion of the rugby game, where he had 

taken the opportunity to get closer to her inasmuch he really liked the girl: at the “Shamrock” he 

had gone in first, accompanied by ALEX, PHILIP and FREDERICK, then he had seen her arrive 

and sit in the row immediately behind. According to Mr GUEDE, even ALEX had greeted her 

because he knew her already. Afterwards, during the month of October, he had met Ms 

KERCHER again many times, at the “Merlin”: here the girl turned up often, always in the 

company of some of her English friends, with whom at any rate RUDY claimed to not have had 

occasion to meet.  

 

[136] In his reconstruction of events, at that point, the defendant claimed to have been somewhat 

confused earlier, having claimed to having seen MEREDITH where in reality she wasn’t and 

ruling out instead that she was where he had seen her in truth: in reality, Ms KERCHER in fact 

had not come to the Iberian boys’ house, but he had seen her – as well as kissed her, as he had 

already said in locating the meeting elsewhere – at the “Domus”.  

 

[138] Around 02:00, with the same group of Spaniards, RUDY had in fact also left the second 

house and he had gone to that local, finding it crammed full of young people: in the middle of the 

throng, when he was near the bar for drinks, turning towards an arch and a room, he had found 

himself in front of MEREDITH dressed as a vampire, and he had joked with her about the fear 

that she would have wanted to suck his blood because her team had lost the rugby match.  

 

[139] Having described the state of the place again, the defendant specified having had spoken 

with the girl for about ten minutes, at the end of which he had asked if he would be able to see 

her again the following day, and she had consented: without specifying whether they had made 

an appointment or whether it was a matter of his belief about the possible time when he could 

pass by her place, Mr GUEDE added that the plan was to see her again the following evening 

after half past eight, because for the 1st he already had an appointment with his Spanish friends 

at nine and at CARLOS and THOMAS’s place, in Via Campo di Battaglia, at ten.  

 

[140] The defence team likewise produced several photographs taken at the “Domus” on the 

evening in question, from which it emerged that the same young men snapped in the other photos 

at the Spaniards’ house were also there in that local with the same clothes and behaviour, 

corroborating the statements of their client.  

 

[141] On the 1st, according to the defendant’s version, he had slept until 18:00, and coinciding 

with the start of the regional TV news on RAI3 he had left the house: in a few minutes, definitely 



less than ten, he had arrived at Via della Pergola but had found no-one, nor had he seen lights on 

(neither on the floor below). Then, as already recounted, he had gone to ALEX’s when he had 

stopped for a short while, confirming the particular that the Australian had made him wait a bit, 

being in the bathroom: then he had seen himself off from Mr CRUDO’s, telling him generically 

that they would have met up a bit later, and he had headed towards the Cathedral. He repeated 

about having seen PHILIP who was talking to a girl, and he had not interrupted him, then they 

had exchanged a few remarks when he already had the kebab sandwich in his hand, and he had 

also said to him that they might meet up later, because first he had to meet a girl: perhaps the 

Austrian had also asked him the time, and it was a little before half past eight.  

 

[142] Given that MEREDITH had not given him her mobile phone number and he had not 

adverted to the exigency of asking for hers, both because as much as he was bumping into her in 

the usual places, as well as he no longer had his own phone since from the time that it had been 

seized from him on the 27th of October in Milan, Mr GUEDE claimed to have returned to Via 

della Pergola approximately at the time set for the meeting, noting also a utility-type car just 

outside the gate of the house and a Moroccan, a sort of scruffy vagabond, not far away. He had 

knocked, after having found the gate open, and no one had responded; in retracing his steps 

towards the road, he had noticed Ms KERCHER turn up unexpectedly, while the just-mentioned 

car was no longer there.  

 

[143] While chatting for a few moments with the girl, RUDY recalled having heard someone 

who was talking in the outside part of the car park opposite: he instead ruled out having seen 

buses in Piazza Grimana leaving for the discos or any homeless men seated on benches: 

MEREDITH, on seeing him, had asked him what he was doing, and he had responded by saying 

he had passed by, taking pains to specifically say that he had not been waiting for long.  

 

[144] In any case, the girl had not shown any fright at finding him in front of her, and she had 

invited him inside; the defendant confirmed that Ms KERCHER had said in a loud voice that she 

was back, as well as the particular of having drunk water and fruit juice from the fridge, after 

which it had happened that MEREDITH had become aware of the alleged theft of the money. 

More or less, it could have been 21:20. From there had arisen the accusations and the invectives 

directed towards AMANDA of which he had already spoken, and amongst other things he had 

heard say that she had had it with the boys that Ms KNOX was bringing back to the house and 

her way of doing things: seeing the strong anger, RUDY had understood that the English 

woman’s missing money was not a small amount.  

 

[145] He had consequentially calmed her, making some compliments on the fact that she was a 

beautiful girl, and getting angry would have given her lines: at that point, they had started 



talking, a bit more about the difficulty that MEREDITH was having with the American (about 

whom she was saying that she didn’t even keep the bathroom clean [=flush the toilet]), then to 

personal and more intimate things. Mr GUEDE had told her about not having a mother, although 

in his life he had had the good fortune of meeting others, and Ms KERCHER had taken the 

opportunity to talk about hers, telling him that she was ill (as far as the accused was able to 

understand, from a cancer of the kidneys) and that she was afraid of losing her. Then the girl, to 

questions about whether she was engaged, had spoken of “someone special” in England, and he 

had drawn the conclusion from that that she had no ties in Italy.  

 

[146] In that context, there had been the approach, totally natural. RUDY had kissed her on the 

lips, then they had caressed each other, including their genitals, and after a bit there emerged 

MEREDITH’s qualms about the lack of prophylactics, so that they had stopped themselves and 

pulled up their trousers. It all happened in the living room, with the two young people seated on 

nearby chairs.  

 

[147] Feeling a stomach ache, Mr GUEDE had gone to the bathroom, asking the girl’s 

permission to do so and hearing her indicate the nearer one; just as he had entered, with 

MEREDITH who was heading towards her room but was still in that sort of sitting-room or 

parlour, someone had rung the doorbell. RUDY had heard Ms KERCHER ask who was it, after 

which – without having heard the response of whoever it was who was ringing – he had heard 

her say in English and in an altered tone, “we need to talk” or something like that, which means 

to say “dobbiamo parlare” [we have to talk].  

 

[148] The response, this time, was heard by the defendant (who still had the bathroom door 

open), because the person having had in the meantime entered the house, in a female voice which 

he reputed to recognise as that of AMANDA KNOX, had replied, still in English, ‘what’s 

happening”, that is “cosa succede?” [What’s happening? What’s going on?] or “qual è il 

problema?” [What’s the problem?].  

 

[149] Mr GUEDE had held himself out as not being worried about it, and that it wasn’t his 

business: thus, he had started listening to his iPod, while he was doing his business. As already 

mentioned in the first interview, during the third song he had heard a scream louder than the 

sound in his earphones, and had then tried to go and see what was happening, in such haste as to 

not take the time to dress himself properly, nor to flush the toilet.  

 



[150] RUDY specified in the course of his statement that, still with his earphones on his head, he 

had continued to hear a loud argument between women, always thinking that it was MEREDITH 

and AMANDA, but not in terms of making him think that there was something really serious 

under way. Exiting the bathroom, the young man was astonished to find the light off in the 

kitchen, seeing that a short while before it was on, so he headed for the hallway which gave onto 

MEREDITH’s room, and repeated the narrative about the individual who he had seen from the 

back in the doorway, and who had turned around suddenly with a knife in his left hand, just as 

Mr GUEDE had arrived near to him and had noticed the body of the wounded girl on the floor. 

With regard to the previous interview, he added that that man had high cheekbones and a sort of 

double chin: he wasn’t wearing glasses, and could have been about the same age as him. RUDY, 

- who while maintaining having heard Ms KNOX’s voice, had not seen AMANDA inside -, 

found only the person with the knife in front of him, such that he had taken a chair to throw it 

against him and to try and distance himself from him: he corrected the first (and rather hasty and 

unlikely) suggestion relating to the duration of that species of confrontation, defining as 

“lightning fast” an aggressive act that in December he had stated had lasted five minutes or 

more.  

 

[151] Once again, the alleged phrase came to be repeated, that that young man had pronounced, 

addressed to someone else, about having found “a black” and “the guilty person”, which had 

been followed by the later phrase “let’s go”, and – straight afterwards – the sound of steps of 

more than one person on the gravel: the novelty was though, that, in the interview with the 

Public Prosecutor, Mr GUEDE was claiming to have seen from the window of Ms 

ROMANELLI’s room a female figure with loose hair, in which he recognised the silhouette of 

AMANDA KNOX. The girl, near to whom there was no one else, was – according to RUDY – at 

the height of the access gate of the driveway, practically already on the road: at the same time, a 

sound of steps towards the rear of the house had made him think that someone was heading 

towards the entrance of the abode below.  

 

[152] There were, instead, no version changes à propos of the way in which he had tried to help 

MEREDITH, nor about the condition in which he had found the victim or the room: he 

confirmed, amongst other things, his impression that the quilt on the bed was possibly red, and 

insisted on saying that at that moment it was not all in disorder like the crime scene photos had 

then shown. As to his shoes, he repeated having worn green-coloured “Adidas”. He explained 

again about not having seen Ms KERCHER use the phone, nor discovered any mobile phones 

around the house, adding that had he noticed them he would have called “118” [translator’s note: 

118 is the Italian number for medical emergencies] without further ado.  

 

[153] Having repeated the particular concerning the presumed noise heard to come from the floor 

below, which had induced him to run away, Mr GUEDE specified having left via transiting the 

stairs beside he basketball courts, where he had noticed someone who was playing: he denied 



having bumped into someone, just as he denied ever having used the metal stairs of the car park 

to get to Via Pinturicchio (specifying knowing how to get to the car park zone without 

necessarily using those stairs) and confirmed having arrived at home avoiding Corso Garibaldi, 

then he had changed and gone out again.  

 

[154] On his subsequent movements, he confirmed having gone to ALEX’s, specifying at any 

rate having stayed with him, PHILIP and others (including MJ, the initials with which he 

indicated the boyfriend of CRUDO’s sister) but was not sure about actually going to the 

Australian’s house: it had been ALEX who had left the group of friends, after they had gone to 

the “Domus”, because he had had an argument before with the staff at that local, and they had 

not let him in. For the rest of the night, RUDY had therefore remained with PHILIP and the 

others, going also to the “Velvet”.  

 

[155] Pressed by the investigators on his description of the man with the knife, above all in terms 

of the likely possibility that it might be RAFFAELE SOLLECITO, Mr GUEDE specified to 

being in a little bit of a conditioned state, through having seen images and photographs, and of 

having therefore reconstructed something (evidently, in terms of an evaluation of similarity, if 

not in fact of full recognition) of that unknown subject in the person who he had happened to see, 

without expressly mentioning Mr SOLLECITO: he considered it preferable to try an Identikit, 

exactly because of those suggestions, which he insisted on even in the face of more direct 

questions. In any case, as to the accent of the young man in question, he decisively ruled out that 

it was Perugian or from Northern Italy.  

 

[156] Speaking finally of the Skype chat with Mr BENEDETTI, the accused declared having 

responded to GIACOMO’s questions sometimes with a bit of haste and because he was 

conditioned by the situation: when his friend had asked him whether it had been AMANDA who 

had killed MEREDITH, he had said no to him, because at that moment he was specifying that in 

his mind he was concentrating only on the male figure with the knife.  

 

[157] Mr GUEDE concluded his statement representing himself to be feeling responsible for not 

having had saved the life of a dying girl, but of being totally extraneous to the murder, hoping 

that all necessary investigations would be undertaken.  

 

[158] On the 4th of April, it was GIACOMO BENEDETTI giving a statement to the Public 

Prosecutor: the young man, 21, considered himself probably the defendant’s best friend, with 

whom he had attended Ponte San Giovanni middle school, in the same class, and they had also 



shared the same passion for basketball, although playing in different teams. The witness 

reconstructed the personal vicissitudes of Mr GUEDE, including in relation to the different 

periods in which he had been adopted out to various families: he referred in particular how, as it 

appeared to him, RUDY had decided to go to his aunt in Lecco because he was no longer at his 

ease with the CAPORALIs, without, though, his friend ever having told him that he wasn’t being 

treated well, simply due to lifestyles that were not fully compatible.  

 

[159] After his transfer to Lombardy, the two had not seen each other for a year and a half, or 

thereabouts; when he had returned, in the spring of 2007, they had instead renewed ties, likewise 

with the group of boys from Ponte San Giovanni, who had tried – aided by their respective 

families – to help Mr GUEDE to find a job. Employment which had arrived in a short span of 

time, with an offer at the CAPORALI’s agrarian business: Mr BENEDETTI claimed that in that 

period RUDY had set himself to work at a fixed job, getting up early in the morning, but during 

the summer (at any rate during his holidays, because of which he hadn’t had many occasions to 

catch up with him) he had had some problem, absenting himself from the business for 

unspecified reasons of health, and - with the job gone – he had become depressed.  

 

[160] Asked whether, as far as he knew, RUDY used drugs, the young man responded with 

never even having seen him smoke, and equally in his presence never having drunk enough to 

become drunk; at any rate, during those months he had gone a bit “to ground”, whether for lack 

of money, or whether for the impossibility of doing what he really liked, which is to say being 

with people and visiting places where there was always new people to meet. Towards September, 

Mr BENEDETTI had tried again to cheer him up a bit, calling him in the evening to go out and 

seeing about going about to try and find him another position, but because of his own study 

commitments it was not possible to meet up with him regularly: however, he had substantially 

lost sight of him again, and apart from some phone call (he also indicating his friend’s number to 

be 329/1819627) they no longer had occasion any more to truly talk to each other.  

 

[161] The witness indicated more or less the 31st of October, but maybe already some days 

before, as being the last telephone contact with Mr GUEDE, with him always calling, but not 

hearing from him for a bit had not raised in him any reasons for worry, seeing that that 

disappearing act every so often was a characteristic of RUDY’s.  

 

[162] On the 16th of November, when the State Police officers had gone to his home, Mr 

BENEDETTI had quickly grasped the situation: on the 19th, checking via Messenger that RUDY 

was online, they had started a long conversation which had then led to the defendant forming a 

determination to return to Italy. The witness mentioned that in the course of that conversation, 

Mr GUEDE had tried to point out he had nothing to do with the murder; seeing that there had 



been other people arrested, Mr BENEDETTI had asked him if it had been AMANDA – having 

understood that RUDY knew her – or Mr LUMUMBA, and the other had typed no to him, using 

the expression “non c’entra” [she’s got nothing to do with it] for the girl and “non c’entra un 

cazzo” [he doesn’t matter a fig] for the Congolese. The one responsible, according to what the 

defendant was telling him, was a young Italian, and to the question if it had been Mr 

SOLLECITO (whose picture was in all the newspapers, and certainly downloadable from the 

Internet), he had replied in vague terms, more or less with the phrase “boh, non lo so, penso di 

si” [meh, I wouldn’t know, I think so], though repeating again, on the question being put again, 

that “I think so”.  

 

[163] At that point, instead of typing questions and answers on the chat, Mr BENEDETTI had 

suggested a Skype phone contact with him, sending him some money via the Money Transfer 

system thus allowing him to pay for the Internet Point fee where he was: and so there was a real 

and proper chat, above all focused on the decision – which according to the witness had already 

been made by RUDY – to come back to Italy to explain his position. Turning to describing that 

which had occurred on the evening of the murder, Mr GUEDE had said that there had been a 

date with MEREDITH, and they had met at her place: after a short while, there had been 

caresses, and RUDY had touched her including her intimate parts, penetrating her with his 

fingers (he had also specified that traces of that penetration would probably have been found), 

ruling out therefore a completed sexual rapport but emphasising that Ms KERCHER was 

consenting. Then he had gone to the bathroom and had heard a scream, coming out “like a 

somersault” without even cleaning himself or flushing the toilet, and this was how he found 

himself in front of a man (definitely Italian, even if he hadn’t dwelt on speaking about accents 

and dialectical inflections), with whom there had been some shoving or something of the sort.  

 

[164] The defendant had insisted on the particular of the alleged theft MEREDITH had suffered 

before their entry into the house, as well as the fact that there were no signs of a break-in or 

broken windows, in contrast to what was found by the forces of law and order: ergo, according to 

him someone had falsified the scene of the crime, making people think it was unknown burglars 

who had clandestinely secreted themselves into the house. Still according to what RUDY had 

told him, the girl was still alive when he had left the house, after he had tried to staunch the 

wound.  

 

[165] In the course of subsequent conversations in prison, Mr BENEDETTI says, Mr GUEDE 

had represented to him that he had better organised his recollection, adding at the end his having 

also seen AMANDA, but the witness specified he hadn’t asked for too many particulars, and of 

having invited him to speak more widely with his lawyers: RUDY had dwelt on the type of life 

that AMANDA was living, describing her as a girl who “went off her face” on drugs, even 

though they weren’t of the hard sort, and specifying instead never having known Mr 

SOLLECITO. Finally, he had also expressed the conviction that the false accusation by the 



American against PATRICK could have derived from the fact that the Italian man surprised by 

him, having seen a young man of colour who he did not recognise, had mentioned the presence 

of that person in the house to her, and AMANDA had jumped to the conclusion that it could 

have been Mr LUMUMBA.  

 

[166] On the 15th of May, having asked to give more information to the investigators, Mr 

GUEDE signed a new statement: departing from various steps of the de libertate provisions 

disposed in the meantime by the Court of Cassation in his matter, he wanted to specify that on 

the night of the murder he was not wearing a pair of “Adidas” shoes, rather “Nike”, matching the 

type of footwear (Outbreak 2, size 11) for which the packaging had been found in his home at 

Via del Canerino. The circumstance assumed a particular importance, from the moment various 

sports shoe prints found at the Via della Pergola house, and above all in proximity to the body, 

had initially been attributed to a different “Nike” type (Air Force) found in the possession of Mr 

SOLLECITO, later assessed instead as incompatible: subsequent comparisons in effect led to the 

attribution of the prints in question to the footwear indicated by Mr GUEDE, which the 

defendant claimed to have thrown in a dumpster during his stay in Germany.  

 

[167] He then repeated the version already given last, turning to describe the young man seen by 

him and specifying – in addition to its availability for probable comparisons – of having formed 

a ”conviction based on seeing the photos in the newspapers”; he added finally that, as far as he 

could recall, the black lamp that he had seen in various photographs in the court evidence file, 

positioned on the floor in MEREDITH’s room, probably wasn’t there when he had given help, 

having had the impression that the light beam might have been coming from a different direction.  

 

[168] The lamp in question , in the meantime, had been recognised by Ms ROMANELLI and by 

Ms MEZZETTI as being part of the furnishings of Ms KNOX’s room, which had no light points 

(and in fact, during the crime scene search, no other sources of illumination had been found in 

that room).  

 

[169] In all, the scientific tests were pursued: on the one side, a preliminary forensic pathology 

hearing was undertaken for ascertaining the cause of Ms KERCHER’s death, with the parallel 

verification of the circumstance of whether or not the victim had been involved in sexual activity 

prior to death (and whether if so it was consensual sex or sexual assault); on the other side, 

biological investigations led to the acquisition of further data about the attribution to Mr GUEDE 

of traces found at the scene of the crime.  

 



[170] Returning to the examination of the outcome of the debate between the experts and party 

consultants at the preliminary hearing, as regards the DNA analysis the Scientific Police 

technicians were able to identify the genetic profile of the accused – in addition to the vaginal 

swab from the young woman and his leavings on the toilet paper in the bathroom where the 

unflushed faeces were, as already mentioned – also in traces of biological material on the right 

side of the bra found at Ms KERCHER’s feet, on the purse [translator’s note: handbag in BrE] 

found on the bed in her room (in this case, it was a matter of a mixture with the DNA of the 

victim) and on the left cuff of that sky-blue top that during the crime scene search had been 

described as “jumper with a zipper”, stained with blood because it was found near the body and 

partially underneath it.  

 

[171] Already for some time, though, it had been ascertained that on the blade of the kitchen 

knife seized from Mr Sollecito’s house there was a trace of biological material ascribable to Ms 

KERCHER, while on the handle of the same knife, in proximity to the attachment point of the 

blade and therefore at the point in which the person who was gripping it would have had in 

theory to exercise major pressure, there was a distinct trace, from which it had been possible to 

recover DNA from Ms KNOX. On the other side, on the hooks of the bra clasp, adhering to the 

piece of fabric stripped from the item of clothing and only discovered after the removal of the 

body (as indicated in the first crime scene search statement), other traces were found, bearing 

mixed DNA of the victim and of Mr SOLLECITO: results, these, considered by the respective 

defences to be particularly controversial both for the possible unreliability of the testing due to 

the scant biological material available, and for complained-of risk of contamination of the pieces 

of evidence (a grievance applied above all to the piece of material from the bra, already 

identified by the Scientific Police on the night of 2-3 November but physically collected and 

examined only after a second crime scene search on the 18th December 2007).  

 

[172] Criminal action being exercised by the Public Prosecutor with a request to remand for trial, 

already before the hearing of the 16th December 2007 a motion for fast-track trial was lodged in 

the matter of Mr GUEDE, conditioned by the questioning of three witnesses and documentary 

production.  

 

[173] Besides Mrs TIBERI and the already-mentioned GABRIELE MANCINI, the accused’s 

defence was asking that there be called to depose HERKURAN KOKOMANI, an Albanian 

citizen who, already questioned multiple times during the course of the preliminary 

investigations, turned out to have been the only person to have had seen Mr GUEDE, Ms KNOX 

and Mr SOLLECITO together, right in the proximity of the Via della Pergola house and on a day 

that could have been either the 31st of October or the night of the murder, in any case in rather 

vague circumstances; the documentary production was in strict relation with that deposition, 

being attestations from the Meteorological Office [=Weather Bureau] on the occurrence or 



otherwise of pluvial precipitation during the two days mentioned (the witness having already 

referred to a shower in progress, at the moment of encountering the three).  

 

[174] As appendix, as an investigatory act pursuant to Article 391-bis Criminal Procedure Code, 

the defence for Mr GUEDE were offering in production a statement from ENZO PULA, owner 

of an agriturismo with restaurant annex which Mr KOKOMANI had represented as having 

worked at in the past, and inside of which he would have been seen by Mr GUEDE, as an 

occasional patron: in the statement, Mr PULA negated that the witness would have been at his 

businesses during the period indicated by him, and he in any case ruled out that he had ever been 

employed as a waiter.  

 

[175] In the preliminary hearing there intervened the civil-party constitution, by various relatives 

of the victim (her parents and siblings), by the owner of the Via della Pergola property, and by 

DIYA LUMUMBA, this latter only in respect of Ms KNOX, charged with calunnia to his 

damage; some formal questions settled and various exceptions by the defence overruled, the fast-

track trial was granted in terms in accordance with the motion, with the decision reserved on the 

motion advanced by the Public Prosecutor for witnesses in counter-evidence, but at the same 

time it was disposed that, pursuant to Article 441 paragraph 5 Criminal Procedure Code in the 

matter against Mr GUEDE, testimony be acquired from Dr PATRIZIA STEFANONI, in service 

with the Scientific Police in Rome and head of the Forensic Genetic Investigations Section.  

 

[176] So on the 26th of September 2008 the testimony of IVANA TIBERI was received into 

evidence, with her recalling knowing the accused having been his teacher at primary school, 

from second class onwards: seeing his personal circumstances, given that RUDY was living with 

his father but was spending a large part of the day alone and he also had to look after himself, the 

lady had taken some proactive steps – together with a colleague and some of the mothers of other 

students – to allow that the little boy spend afternoons at her house or with the other families. 

This is how he became, as well as because of the good upbringing that he was displaying, friends 

of many people in the Ponte San Giovanni context, and these relationships had persisted even 

after the lad’s entry into middle school at the boarding institute in Assisi, even though the 

number of occasions for meeting up were reduced.  

 

[177] During the second year of high school, there had been some problem with RUDY’s father, 

who had gone to the Ivory Coast but had had difficulty or in any case was delayed in returning to 

Italy, so – with the agreement of social services – it was considered opportune that the youth be 

transferred to an aunt in Lecco; on the father returning, the situation was not ironed out, seeing 

that the young boy didn’t find himself in a good situation with him, so much so that the 

intervention of the Children’s Court was required and RUDY fostered with a Perugian family. 



Continuing to visit her, the young boy was confiding to his ex-teacher about his scholastic 

difficulties or his personal problems that he was having, but at a certain point he had vanished, 

making even GABRIELE (son of the witness) lose all track of him, he having repeatedly tried to 

contact him by phone.  

 

[178] Reappearing telephonically at the end of 2006, he had made it known that he was to be 

found between Pavia and Milan, and also of having found work and a girlfriend; after that initial 

enthusiasm, though, already by January 2007, he had let it be known that he was no longer 

working, and that his girlfriend had difficulty with letting him live with her. Mrs TIBERI, 

together with her son, had convinced him of the opportunity to return to Perugia, where it would 

have been easier to find him a job, so RUDY had set about to be with them, remaining with them 

from the 18th of February until early July, and in the meantime obtaining employment thanks to 

the preceding foster family. Aware of the prospect of consolidating the job with a permanent 

contract, the young man had also looked for an autonomous living arrangement, finding the 

apartment in Via del Canerino for which the same Mrs TIBERI had helped him organise the 

move into, not to mention settling in there: after a couple of months of apparent normality, 

contact with RUDY had once again become less frequent, until the woman’s husband had 

learned that the young man had lost his position, apparently because he had not handed in a 

medical certificate attesting to a bout of tonsillitis that had prevented him from coming in to 

work. Tracked down again and asked how come he had kept his job-loss hidden, he had spoken 

in general terms of a new possibility of employment, turning up for lunch at their place around 

mid-October, after which the witness claimed to not have had any more contacts with him.  

 

[179] Responding to specific questions, Mrs TIBERI specified that Mr GUEDE’s comportment 

in relation to people that he was meeting was totally normal, and it had never happened that she 

had had to deal with (or to receive news about) violent acts by the young man, not even in terms 

of arguments between young children, explaining that RUDY always demonstrated a polite and 

thoughtful demeanour. In relation to the accused’s brief stay in Germany, the witness specified 

having received a phone call from him on the night of 19th November, so subsequent to the 

conversation that he had had with Mr BENEDETTI, and Mr GUEDE had told her he was 

waiting for the train that would have brought him back to Italy: after which Mrs TIBERI had 

passed the phone to her son.  

 

[180] Concerning his relationships with girls, the witness could not recall any episodes of 

difficulty in relations with RUDY, and in the end she ruled out ever having seen him take drugs, 

nor of having known through other means that he could have used them.  

 



[181] Mr MANCINI, heard in particular on the facts of 2007 and not only the friendship with Mr 

GUEDE maturing over the years, in relation to what he had already made a full statement on 

during the course of the preliminary investigations, repeated what he had told investigators, in 

his turn ruling out that the defendant had anything to do with drugs and specifying that latterly 

RUDY had had occasions of work with various firms, even though for casual jobs. As for his 

loss of the gardening position, the witness explained the lack of communication of the 

circumstance to his family as if RUDY might have been afraid that they would have gotten 

angry, given the huge effort made to find it for him; and, finally, he confirmed the phone call 

received at home on the night of the 19th of November, specifying that Mr GUEDE had only 

told him about having run away because he was really scared, so he had spent time describing to 

him the itinerary he would have had to take by train, in agreement with GIACOMO 

BENEDETTI.  

 

[182] The witness then added that the question put to RUDY years back, about the possibility 

that the father could have abused him, was not the result of any particular facts or circumstances, 

but rather solely the evident difficulty of the relationship between the parent and his son, who for 

example was usually very angry when the boy – which used to happen a lot – ignored the times 

that were imposed on him: a habit which, in any case, the accused had kept up even in the 

following years, and exhibited sometimes even during his stay with the MANCINI family. Only 

in regard to the lack of respect for indicated or promised times, amongst other things, the witness 

specified to having been able to confirm that Mr GUEDE did not tell the truth: in his experience, 

he had never heard him lie in the true sense, but only say that he was going to come back home 

at a certain time and then do something different. On his personal habits, he specified that RUDY 

was definitely used to flushing the toilet, and he even showered every day; he maintained, 

finally, that the accused had never had problems in his relationships with girls, being on the 

contrary someone who normally excited a certain fascination.  

 


